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This is one of six monographs written durinrthe period covering the latter,

Preface

half of 1974 And the firsCMonths. of 1975 and that review developmdnts in Ame cai

. ,

'higher education through the mid-1970s. The sources have been articles and ooks

published in large part between 1964 and 1975. Writing diming this perio4 has been

voluminous, augmented in the last five years by the many reports, staff stuaiv

,and other project prompted by, or related to, the work of the Carnegie Commission

s2 on Illgher Education. The output has been so great thatit is difficu t for the

college administrator, much less a faculty member involved in his ow. discipline;
,

to view the literature in any broad perspective.

/

When'the Lutheran Education'Conference of North America established its

Commissioh on the Future in.1972, it developed a series of proposals for projects'

that would result in documents useful for planning among tile; college related to

the Lutheran Church. One of the resources *requdsted by the Commissi on the

Future was an overview of the current status of higher education in t e United Stater.

as that was reflected in the
contemporary literature. 'In addition, t e Commission

requested that this overview be particularly directed to the implicat ins for

planning for the Lutheran colleges.

In early 1974 I was asked to undertake this iarticular phase of t work of

the Commission. After the Commissionapproved a preliminary outline, alid after I

had completed certain other commitments, including meetings in Germany a d

land in June, 1974; I turned to the development of' these monographs. I tad consider.,

ed assembling the materials in a single and fairly brief report. As the t riting

progressed, however,.it became obvious that I would not be able to.complet the

work, at least to my'satisfaction, in a single document. After making seve1ral

revisions in the format, I decided on six monographs, five of which would dal with

general topics, and the sixth of which would focus upon .the colleges related to the'
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Lutheran Educational Conference of North America. The Commission on the F4ture

reviewed drafts of four of the monograph in October, 1974 and approved the continu-

ation-of the work.

The six monographs are being issued under the general title of Trends in

American Higher Education: A Review of Recent LiteratUre. The titles of the six
I

_

monographs are:

r

No. 1 Trends in American HfgherizEdudation: A Review of Recent
Literature.:- Enrollments

.

No. 2 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of ReCent
Literature--Students in the 70s

No 3 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
LiteratureGovernance (Organization and Administration)

No. 4 ,Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature--anstiuctionalrmgrams

No. 5 'Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature -- Financing the Program

No..6 Trends in American Higher Educatioi: A Review of Recent
Literature -- Implications (for the Predominantly Undergraduate
Church-Related Institution

The mpnographs,'while each of them is fairly lengthy, do not pretend to present an

exhaustive analysis of al4- l of the literature that has been produced. The selection
r=

V

o boOks and articles from which the meterial,is drawn was arbitrary. These are

tha'items considgred by",the author to be of significance and that were readily

,aodessi le to him ancFaiat would appearAto be readily accessible to those who would

,

be using the monographs. Each monograph provides a substantial cross-section of

the writing and opinion on each of the topics. The sl.xth monograph draws upon ;tie

.

pkeceding five monographs and attempts to outline specific implications for planning

for predominantly undergraduate church-related institutions. It will be noted that,

'arid this is particularly the case for the most recent information, the monographs

draw heavily, upon the Chronicle of Higher Education. The Chronicle provides the
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most up-to-date references on 642 items covered; some of the references ate taken

frpm issues in December 1974 and January\ 1975.
.0

7

--Allan 0. Pfnister
Professor of Higher Education
University of Denver
J'anuary1975
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Current, Trends: Implications for Planning

The supporting doemnents for this'reportare the five monographs which
,

review recent.developments in American higher education in terms of enrollment,

students, governance; instructional programs, and finance.' In the pages

that follow we shall at4empt to relate'the general findings of the review of

literature to the 45 institutions affiliated with the/American Lutheran

Church, Lutheran Church in America, and theLutheran Church-Missouri Synody

In suggesting implications, we do not assume th.t each of the 45

institutions will be affected in quite the same way. The 45 institutions,

although having in common an affiliation with a Lutheran Church body in

North America, still differ considerably among themselves. These differences
WM.

are much more clearly indicated in'the companion reports prepared for the

Commission on the Future by Dr. Donald M. Mackenzie and Dr. Frank Gamelin.

On the basis of detailed information about each of the institutions derived

from reports prepared for the Federal Government and from questionnaires

directed to the several institutions, Dr. Mackenzie and Dr. Gamelin have been

v.

'able to prow' e considerable insight into the nature of the higher educational

"system" of the American Lutheran'Church bodies. Indeed, for this particular

report to speak most directly to the trends as they relate, to the 45 colleges,

it would have been desirable to have had available in full the_reports of

Dr. Mackenzie' and Dr. Gamelin as this essay was being prepared. Their reports,,

howeyer, are being issued at the same time as this report, and the manuscripts

were not available when this report was prepared. There were available,
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'however, two earlier surveys completed for the Lutheran Education Conference

of North America.2 Also 'made available to'the writer were the computer

summaries of information on enrollments and financing for 1971, 1972 and 1973..

When the study which led to this particular tepert was proposed, it was

anticipated that some addi+ional questionnaires might be sent to the 45

institutions. However, in'the light of the data already collected by Dr.

Mackenzie and Dr. Gamelin, and mindful of the constraints of time and resources,

we decided in this series to concentrate entirely upon general published

material and on drawing implications that appear to relate to the kinds of

institutions represented in the data reflecting the status of these

institutions in 1970 and 1971. This report concentrates on what the writer

consider's to be the more significant implications for the 45 colleges to be

drawn from a faitly'comprehensive review of recent publications about higher

education in North America.

What' Is the Future for the Private and Church-Affiliated
Institution of Higher Education?

If one were to base conclusions regarding the present importance and

fAX'

future possibilities of private higher education solely on the, relativek

1.

propprtion of enrollment these colleges maintain within higher educational

,institutions as a whole, one could become rather pessimistic. As Carol

Shubran has Observed, private institutions have been dropping back by about -A
i.

. .

one percent per year in the proportion of the total degree-credit students

enrolled for the last 20 years.3 Indeed, if we were to use 1951 as a base

year, we would fihd that at mid - century enrollment in private higher educati

institutions was slightly_more than that in public institutions, that private
.

higher education accounted for slightly more than half of the total collegiate'

enrollment.
i

In the 25 years that have passed, the proportion of enrollment in
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private institutions has actually decreased by more than 25 percentage points,

because in 1975 private higher educational institutions accountlor between

22 and 23ercent of the degree-credit enrollment.

Zf wewere to project current trends to the year 2000, we would expect

private higher education to constitute a very small patt of the enrollment.

But, of course, in spite of the decreasing proportion that private college

and university enrollment constitutes of the total college and university

enrollment in the United States, between 1951 and 1975 the nu9ker of persons

enrolled in priVate higher educational institutions has almost doubled.

However, it is sobering to note that during the late 1960s and early 1970s,

there were years in which the reported enrollment count among private higher

educational institutions was numerically somewhat lower than the year before.
I

It appears that foi private institutions the rate of growth has fallen

significantly; perhaps it is reaching a plateau of sorts. For Protestant

1colleges, as one segment of'the private.sector, a leveling off may already

have been reached. On tha. basis of data for 1967 and 1970, there appears-to,

have been a decrease in the number of studentsenrelted ih ProteStant colleges,

although the decrease was on the order of less than One.?eroent.4.

Yet, in spite of the fact that private higher educational institutions

are Claiming a decreasing proportion of the enrollment and have even

experienced a slight numerical decrease, private higher, education still is

viewed as a critically important element in higher education in the United

States. In many respects the free standing private foundation, based upon

the British collegiate model but carried forward with greater vigor, is a

"unique kind of postsecondary educational enterprise. Virtually every report

and survey of higher education in recent years in the United Stapes Alas-stated

that it is important maintain a dual system (public and private) in the,

United States. The point is made by the Carnegie Commission:

8
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Neither quantitative measures nor lists of distinctions
tell the real importance AJE the private sector to American.
higher education. The presence of the private sector has
added to the range of diversity and potential for experi-
mentation in American higher education. -Because ofthe
interaction of public and private segmeats, higher education
in the United States has been a more dynamic evolving force,
and as a system, has avoided many of the major bureaucratic
problems so frequently inherent in more centralized systems.5

The, necessity of maintaining a strong private sector is noted in a numbel of

the Carnegie Commission reports. Similarly, the National Corrimission on

Financing Postsecondary Education, in the United States affirms the important

role of private higher education:

N-rn the states that have acted to provide direct or'indirect
aid to private colleges and universities, the primary
justification has been that, without such aid, private
institutions would no longer be able to compete foestudents
against heavily subsidized public institutions. Private
institutions would thereby lase their ability to provide a
diversity of educational experience and to serve students who
would otherwise attend tax-supported public institutions.°

Such,statements couldfbe multiplied.

Perhaps Carol Shillmanbest summarizes th general,attitude toward private
A.

hfher education in her brief review of the present conaitions and future

prospects of the private college, when she notes thalt leaders in both pub 1c

and private sectors have asserted that private tigher education makes two

major contributions, first, in providing "variations in size, philosophy,

curricula, and communaffeeling that are not generally available in public

colleges" and secondly, in providing by the simple fact of its existence

"a preventive pressure against excessive self-governmental interference in

the academic life of public colleges."7 Fred Hechinger is somewhat of the

same mind, although presents a more guarded view. He notes, on the one hand,

that the private sector can no longer claim as a reason for its continued

existence "academic superiority or even social and economic leadership

position," since the peaks of'academic excellence "today include private and

public institutions in almost equal On the other hand, he writes:

9

NIL
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.

Yec a historic view of higher education, ,both in the United
States and abroad, argues strongly for the continued importance
of private institutidns.-Although by4:nomeans immune, the
private universities are far less vulnerable to vindictive
and anti-intellectual, or merely fish, interference by
legislatures, T ey are less exposed to faddish public piassures.
They have gene lly established a better, though far from perfect,.
record of resistinrsuch abominations as loyalty oaths'or other
political effotts and indimidation. They can be hurt by political
retribution, but not so .fatally as. the public institutions.8

A more recent issue of Change invited four pers'ons to respond to the

question "How shall private higher educa be saved? Or should it be? All

four were, however, either associated with private institutions or were involved

in working closely with such institutions, and all were either convinced of.the

need foi the continuation of the private sector and/or optimistic that it would
..k

survive even its present time of troubles.9

Carol Shulman refers to both thelKeeton and Pace reports in the Carnegie

series.1° Both writers find that in spite of the pressures toward conformity,

private h her educational institutions do novide a certain measure of

diversity and distinctiveness for higher education as a whole., Using the data

collected by the American Council on Education study of entering college

freshmen, and in particular the data for 1967, Keeton has written that the

students in the private colleg generaily had "higher high school grade

averages, more scholastic and creative accomplishments, On record, and more

leadership experience within the school context."11 He also noted that the

private college freshman was more likely to have more highly educated parents,

corpe'frOm families of businessmen and professionals with higher than normal

income, and that in the area of aspirations and previous exper e ces the

private colleges had a distinctive student body. Keeton argued at some of

the data he reviewed suggested 'that "there is an abnormally high t ndency

among private college freshmen to explore,'-to delay or suspend judgment, and

to choose life work in which exploration an&suspenSion of judgment are

effective behavior."12

10



Pacers later report on diversitytfound certain emph4ses on science,

e .

*

4'/religiOn, and intellectuality stronger among cert'air.,denominational liber 1

.40 L farts'colleges
.

and'highly selective liberal arts collpges. 13- In his study 4

of the denominational colleges, Pace'is of the opinton that many of these
. -

'institutions will survive and pgrhaps prosper, particularly two tyrtes, 'thr
sz,

stronger lib al arts colleges with an earlier denominational orientation and

the strongly e angelical.gnd fundamentalist colleges, He questions the

survival rate of. those colleges that:have neither a .rational reputation nor

particularly strong suppott froM,t8e churches. He describes some of them as

having "tepid environments" and wonders how,much sympathy,_ public or private,

they will be ahla to rally for their sdpport.14
A

1

The widely quoted story in the Chronicle of Higher Education in August,

1974, revealed that 50 private colleges had closed during the 70's, that 15

had merged with other institutions and that five had beceme public instit-

_ utions.15. These data were developed by Eldon T. Smith cf the National Council

of Independent Colleges and Universities. It should also be noted, as

Carol Shulman observes, that during the saMe period of time 26 new private
o,

institutions had been ept'ablished.16

The purpose of'thieintroduction is not to plead the cause nor, to assess

the commensof others who have judged one way or the other regarding the

futurerof private higher educational institutions, but I must state that I am

A
neither prepared to accept the gloomy predictions of some who see.virtually,

little in the way of private higher educatioh by tqe year-2000, nor am I

prepared to ignore th.S4act that some'-private institutions now in existence

will probably have disappeared by the y4ar 2Q00. We do need to remind ourselves
1

that the future of private higher education is being debated and that the scene

has been shifting,.but that ill the final analysis, survival and/or flourishing

ill 1e determined by a very, complex set of 4actors. The 45 colleges affiliated

A
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with the three Lutheran church bodies in North America arl.1dividually

facing different kinds of situatiops.

It should be note hat a clear distinction between public and private

higher ed6cation is probably more a factor of the Twentieth Century than

before. As I have noted in another publication,.the earliest foundations

were a mixture of public and private concerns, and throughout the 19th ,Centu

even after the passe of the Morrill Act, "public" and "private" very often

shad little distinCtive meaning. 'Cornell Uniyersity was created, as was

Purdue, througn a combination of public and private funds. Institutions such

as Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Yale and Harvard for a short

period of time received land-grant funds. It was with the emergence in the

Twentieth Century of state systems of edudation and the greater involvement

I M
of the federal government that tlindistinction between public and private

seemed more clearly to emerge. -7

The distinction between private and public higher education is, however,

a complex one. Many private institutions receive tax monies directly. of

indirectly, and few can claim to perform an exclusively private functibn in

the sense of having little relation to the general public welfare. John

Silber,, President of Boston University, F recently commented that it is

inappropriate for one segment of higheIleducational institutions to refer to
-

itself as private, for there is only public higher education--a public.service

/Performed by both,private and government-sponsore&institutions. He has

urged that the terms "independent" and "state-supported" be used rather than

public and private.18 PerliaTts not all are will-14 to go as far as President'

I '

Sine), but there is much.in what he has to say. 'The challenge to church-
,

related colleges is to maintain a certain distinctiveness while stfIl

acknowledging the broader role which is that of preparing men and women to

work for.the greater public good.

12
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I. Enrollments

The final report of the Carnegie Commission or Higher Education

characterizes the 1970s .as a time during which higher education ha's moved

"from golden age to time of troubles."19 Two new developments during the

lillate 1960s and early 1970s are likely to have long-term consequences for

higher education in the United States. In the first place,. there has been

a striking change in population trends, declining birth rates and in 1972

the lowest actual number of live births in 27 years. By the end of 1973, it

was reported that American women were ha'ing only 1...9 children each,
4

insufficient to replace thp present population.2° In the second place,

there has been an apparent shift.in attitude toward college going, whereby

the college-going rate has slowed and may even decline. The declining birth

rate and the-decreasing proportion of the traditional age group enrolling in

college "will obviously not in themselves account for all of the changes that

will talcs)place in higher education in the next three decades.,.(since) the

value society places on advanced education, the availability of financial

resources, the perceived needs of society...will alsp influence the directions

colleges and universities willtake...(yet the) numbers of students who

finally enroll will always establish the Lcontext within which institutions

must develop strategy and will set the parameters within which change will
0

be effected."21

Higher education in the United States has experienced an almost continuous

growth pattern since its establishment, with the founding of Harvard in 1936,

and planningtamong higher educational institutions has generally been based

upOn the assumption that continuing growth 1 inevitable. Faced with a future

in which growth no longer'seemsquite as inevitable, some new basis for

planning is needed. And while some may argue over whether we are just entering
1

or are well into the "steady state," most writers are convinced thagolp the

8

13
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years aheel,.at least through the year 2000, we are net likely to experience

the same kind of growth pattern that charregMed the late 1950s and the

decade of the 1960s. 22

/--
Leslie an Miller perhaps summarize the situation best:,

' In a few words, we may characterize higher education as having
) undergo a period of rather-Marked decline in rate of enrollment,
with the two-year institutions and technical schools faring best,
`and 0e, mall, private, sectarian institutions faring worst.
Hawevkl; even those institutional types with the soundest
enrollment postures are faced with the necessity to economize and
recruit vigorously to maintain the satisfactory margin in the face
of severe inflationary pressures.23

And while there are variations among institutions, and undoubtedly variations

among the 45 Lutheran institutions, all are being affected in one way or

another by the new condition of "steady state."

Briefly, to summarize wha#:'the first monograph in this series developsr
in greater detail, all of the evidence points to a decrease in the pool of

students from which college enrollments are traditionally drawn. By convention
P

we have become accustomed to think of persons within the ages of 18 to 21 years

or 18 to 24 years as the "college age" groups, and most projections of

enrollment refer to these groups or work with ratios applying one or the

other of the age groups. The majority of college students have fallen within

this rang, in the past, but while definitive data are not readily available

for any extended span of time, there are re indications that the, average

age,Of persons attending college is increasing. In 1968 some'78.7 Percent of

students enrolled were between the ages of 18 to 24 years, while in 1971 this

percentage had fallen to 7.6.8 percent. And in 1968 sonic 17.1 percent of the

students were 25 years or older, while in 1971, 19.7 percent were 25 years

and older.24 Another report, dealing only with resident.rather than total

students, indicates that in 1947 persons 25 to 34 years. of age constituted

18 percent of the enrollment, while in the fall of 1972 they constituted 22

percent of the resident enrollment.25

14
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10

These data indicate that predictions of enrollment can not be based

solely upon the 18 to'24 age group, sincean increasing number of students

come from older age groups., And it is fbr.that reason that some writers are

pointing to an expanding'rather than a. contracting college-going pool:-.But

before referring to the nature of this expanding pool, may we no e briefly`

what is happening to the traditional 18 to 24 year group. Insof r as the

Lutheran colleges draw from this particular pooland it appears-that they

,draw heavily fromit--their future enrollments will he quite dependent upon

what happens to this age cohort.

Neither tha,1970 nor the 1971 LECNA report p

age diltribution of students in these colleges.26 the computer printouts of

s information about the'''.

enrollment data

/
for the Lutheran colleges for 1973 are not much more helpful,

although ttie fact that over 98 percent of the students are undergraduates and

over 90 percent,are full-time students would suggest that most of the students

enrolling in these colleges fall within the more traditional age range of

students. If such in the case, then whatever is happening to the pool of

students within the traditional age range will have significant'impact upon

the' planning of these 45 colleges.

The U.S. Bureau of the Census has developed sets of projections on birth

rates through 1992-93. One set oflprojections, Series D, assumed an upturn

in the birth rate in the late 19.70s. However, as more informatfOn became

available regarding the continuing decline-of the birth rate during the early

1970s, two new sets of projections, Sqries E and Series F were developed, with

the assumption ofla fertility rate of 2.1 and 1.8, respectively. By the end

of 1973, as we have already noted, it was reported that American women were

having, only 1.9 children each, insufficient to replace the present population.

The most conservative estimates of the Bureau or the Census no longer nvem

unrealistic. Based upon these new projections, it appears that the number of

18-year-olds will continue to increase slightly each year during the late 1970s

15
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Until 1980bue.beginning in 1980 the nun.: 18-year.'-olds will decrease,

and based on the data now available, it seems.erlear -that the'number will

decrease through 1992.

In short, it seems clear that the ,number of persons 18 years old will:

reach the highest level in 1979 and then begin to decrease.27 Indeed, by

1985, there will be fewer 18- to 21-year-old Persons than there were in

1972. .Accordingly, in sheer number, the pool of students from which the

Lutheran colleges appeat to be drawing most of thei' students, which has

been increasing each year, will decrease significantly beginning in 1980.

For any of the Lutheran colleges currently experie sing enrollment dropoff,

unless some new factors enter, the situation shout become even worse in

the 1980s.

But, some writers suggest that a continuing in rease of the proportion

d,perease in the actualof persons enrolling in,college will offset in part t

number of persons in the potential student pool. There has been an ,almost

regular increase in this proportion in the past. From 1870 to 1970 the ratio

of 18- to 2l- year -old persons to the total enrollment'has increased from

1.7 to 47.6 The Carnegie Commission has projected an increase in the ratio

to 59.2 in 1980, to 67.4 in 1'990 and to 72.6 in the year 2000. 28 Bu t even. M.

with the increase in'ptoportion, the Carnegie Commission now predicts that

in,the fall of 1990 there will be a'smaller total enrollment in U.S. colleges

and universities than inthe fall of 1986.29 And, there seems to be some

evidence that even these estimates of the Carnegie Commission may be too

optimistic. A number of recent reports of-the Bureau of the Census suggest

that the ratio of 18r-to 21-year-olds to the total enrollment has declined.

* Based upon slightly different figures, one report shows a slight decline in
*7

the 'proportion of college-age youth,gttending college between 1968 and 197]

(from 54.8 to 53.1), but'an even more striking change betWeen 1971 and 1972,
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(from 53.1 percent to 48.8 percent.) There has been a decline for both male \ .

and female, but the decline has been especially sharp foi the male, down
, i

.

from 62.3 percent in 1968 to 57.4 petcent in 1971 and 52.4 persenr,in 1972.39

Thus, to the extent to which the 45 Lutheran colleges depend heavily

upon the traditional pool of students, and such seems to be the case, the

c mc petition for college-age students will undoubtedly grow in the decade to

.come. There simply will be fewer studentin the pool and more institutions

seeking to enroll them. Unless in some way a college can change the ;pattern

1
of its enrollment,'or unless it has so well established itself within a

particular clientele, it can not but experience decreased enrollMents in the

decade to come.

The problem becomes, even more pressing when one reviews the data collected

By Humphrey Doermann, Director of Admissions of Harvard College from 1961

thtOugh 1966.. In 1968 he published a study in which he sought to establish

a correlation between SAT scores and family income and then to predict from

among the total high school graduatesllow many could be included in a

particular cohort based on academic ability and financial level. His

reasoning was that institutions could then estimate the pool from which their

particular grodp of entering students might be drawn. Using data from the

Educational Testing Service and the College Entrance Examination Board, he

/

developed some estimates of the prop reion of high school graduates within

each of the several levels of the SA scores. Then, employing census data,

he estimated the proportion of families within each of several income levels.,

His next step was to relate these pwo sets of data in order to indicate the

proportion of individuals who woud fall within a certain range of SAT scores

and whose families were located within' a certain income level. The data Ore

more fully explained in the monograph on enrollments.31
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Using a correlation coefficient of .4,'for which he musters a fair: amount

of evidence, between SAT score and income,,Doermann makes some projections

regarding the number of students with a particular family income and SAT'score.

ThUs, for a college locating its poAential entering class among high schoo-1-----.

graduates of 600 verbal SAT whose parents can be expected to contribute at

least $4,000 to college expenses, according to Doermann, in 19_74-75 there

were probably only 44,000 to 68,000 men and women available. (The larger
,Asc.

figure is based upon a correlation of7 between inrrome and SAT score, a

figure Doermann congiderS entirely too high.) And 1.t should be recognized

that most of the persons within such a category have traditionally been college

attenders, and for any given institution to increase its share of this

particular poolyill be difficult. The pool will go up slightly untit-1979,

but will begin to decline in 1980. A recent report suggests, hoWever, that the

number 'of students found in the higher ranges of the SAT scores has "dropped

dramatically since the mid-1960's."32 The number of high school seniors who

scored above 500 has dropped each yeavin the last three years.

All of this indicates that for postsecondary institutions responding to

the more traditional clientele, the pool of available students is leveling

off and will decrease numerically in the 1980s. If the proportion of 18- to-19-

year-olds entering college during the year.of their high schoch graduation

continues to decline, as it'appeara to be doing in 1972,.1973 and 1974, the

pool will decrease dramatica anki enrollments in institutions depending on

P.
this age group can not but decrease. On the other,hand, if such institutions

are prepared and able to admit students of lower SAT scores and of lower

socioeconomic status (and greater financial need), the pool of available

students will at least remin fairly stable. As one observer suggests, It

college can plan successfully, if perhaps not cheerfully, to educate a less

able class." 33

18
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iFor academic year 1974-75, for Lutheran colleges in general, t e

enrollments appear to have declined. Acco ding to statistics gathered by

he Lutharan.Council in the U.S.A., Office of Research, Statistics and

1\

Archives, there was a decl ne,in enrollment.in
church-related colleges of .

1.5 percent from 1973-74 to 1974-75. These figures were based upon

enrollments reported by 36 four-year colleges, in which the full-time

enrollment decreased numerically by some 734 students. Enrollments in two-

year schools had remained fairly staple,
and enrollments in the seminaries

.

held fairly steady.34 While there ate variations among institutions,

enrollments among Lutheran colleges have already begun to decline.

What does this mean. for future planning? For those colleges that have a

well-established clientele and who are managing to maintain a fairly stable

enrollment at this point, it is likely' that they will continue in a more or

less steady state in the years ahead; although beginning in 1980 they will

experience greater competition for students.. For those colleges with a less

clearly defined clientele, those already experiencing soma measure of decline,

the next few years will be even more difficult.

Colleges can expand ot at lust maintain their pool of students by

decreasing academic requirements and accepting students with less in the way,

, of financial resources.! In thefdase of the latter group,, however, this only

1416means that the institutions will have to secure additional funds to subsidize

to an even greater extent the students who will be enrolling. Unless there

are significant changes in state and federal funding, most of the colleges

will bd unable to secure these funds. All of which suggests that if the colleges'
.

have not already begun to do so, they must examine much more realistically

enrollmentiprojections, develop new strategies to reach students who would be6

interested in, able to profit from, and able to pay for the kind of education

they areproviding. Businesaas,usual simply will no lodger be "13-esible.

19
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The situation in the late 1970s is vastly different from that during

the decades of the 1960s. The LECNA study of 1970 indicated an overall

growth of 54 percent in enrollment between 1960 and 1970. One institution

showed-an increase of 365 percent and some-had doubled their enrollment

during that period of time.35 The two-year colleges had done even better,

increasing by 77 percent as a group, although three *owed a decrease. The

1971 supplement, however, may have provided somethiq of an indication of

that might be forthcoming, since between 1970 and 1971 there was virtually.

no increase in the overall enrollment, and the junior colleges actually
11.

decreased by 7 percerit.36

What are the possibilities of increasing, the -:.ollege-going pool? A

number of reports in the mid-1970s began to refer to the so-called "new /

A.,student." Howard Bowen of the'Claremont Schools, among others, argued

that most of 'the assumptions regarding the downward trend in future

,enrollments were based on unduly narrow views of enrollment potentialities.

He called instead for "diversified-education with low tees and liberal student

aid, offered at convenient times and places and catering to many different

classes and backgrounds."37 He suggested that there sere many untapped sources

and that if they were willing to do so, colleges could develop a broader

constituency than ever before served. Tke National Commission on the Financing

of Postsecondary Education refers to a "noncollegiate sector," ando"other

postsecondary schools" as well as "other learning opportunities" and suggests

that within these learning situations some two million persons are Already.

being served, and more can be served.

Whether they,are motivated by the desire to maintain enrollments or to

serve a constituency hitherto unserved or only partially unserved, some

A

American higher educational institutions are beginning to respond Lo the urging

of study commissions and an increasing number of writers that more attention be

20
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given to other clienteles. These potential sources of new students appear to

fall into two categories: (a) those within the traditional age range (18 to

21 or 18 to 24) who for reasons of.scores on aptitude tests or class standing

were hitherto not considered admissible, (b) thos%,persons classified as

older adults, whether capable of attending full-time or part-time, on-campus

or off-campus. Patricia Cross, in articles and monographs, has provided a

comprehensive overview,, of persons of the first group, and the Commisston on

Non -Traditional Study has pleaded the case of the older adult.38

To what extent are the Lutheran colleges prepared to deal with the first

group, the low-achievers? As Patricia Cros hag noted, the evidence is clear

that when low levels of academic ability, aptitude and achievement are

combined with low socioeconomic status, the changes of a person entering college

are vastly lowered. For example, only nine percent of the males in the

lowest quarter of both ability and socioeconomic status in the 1961 TALENT

sample entered college, while 90 percent of the upper quarter on both

characteristics enrolled in college in the fall following graduation.39 It

would appear that there is a significant pool of students within this lower

ability lower socioeconomic group.

What happend if the new student is admitted to college? One of the first

and obvious consequences is that if the new student Is from the lOw-income

segment, whatever the ability level, he will require significantly larger

amounts of student aid. Many of the Lutheran colleges, with student aid

budgets already strai;led, will be unable to find increased enrollments frOm

this segment. But even if they are able to admit these "new students," an

institution admitting them will hake to provide more tLan the typical remedial

or compensatory programs. As Cross observes, "for thcse students who do apply

and are accepted, the college should be prepared to allocate adequate resources

to provide the necessary instructional and counseling support while the tear-

14.
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-of-failure pattern is replaced with a more positive self-confident approach

to learning."It° Moreover, the new students are not as interested in the

strictly academic pursuits as is the case for the more traditional, college -

going person. To the extent to which the colleges would admit these students,

to that extent they must be prepared to modify, enlarge, redevelop the

curricular ptogiam.

What about the older adults? The Commission on Non-Traditional Study

argued for a substantial broadening of opportunities for adults 18 to 60

years old. This would also'appear to be a pool of potentel students for

Lutheran colleges. Yet, as these would-be students have been examined by

various commissions, more than three-quarters are interested in vocational

studies, and two-thirds are asking fsomething related to hobbies and
P IA

recreation. General education in the more traditional academic sense, is

sought by less than half of those in this group.41 Even as these older

students indicate interest in less traditional subject matter, they are also

asking for new approaches to teaching and learning. One study indicates that

adults Are not interested in learning for its own sake and "that they demand

the kind of knowledge that can be immediately applied.42

These data from various,studies strongly suggest that the traditional

degree-cFeditprograms are going to attract only a small proportion of the

potentil older adult market. While special degree programs for adults have

been underway for some twenty years, hardly mote than a dozen established

programs have had any measure of long-term experienCe. Moreover many of the

older adults are going to be part-time students, and e study completed in

mid-1974: by the American Council o6 Education, reported that part-time students

.-;
are a "majority group that suffers massive and pervasive economic discrimination

at the hands of educators and'policy-makers." Among the other observations

made in the report was that colleges tend'to consider part-time students "less

Poo,"4

7
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serious than full -time students."43 As the editor of the proceedings of the

Twenty-Ninth National Conference on Higher Education, observed, colleges

will be able to pass from the present difficult times into a new era, but

only if they are prepared "to become invigorating and useful to many persons

formerly screened out or ignored: older learners, part-time learners, off-

campus learners. These active adults have little time or inclination to

adjust to the upper-middle-class youth ghetto we knon7 as the modern university. "44

In short, the new circumstances of the college-going market cannot be

,ignored. It Y. impossible to indicate how each institution should respond,

because' the response will be in terms of an institution's own history, present

clientele and flexibility for change. At the very least, however, each

institution needs to develop a series of plans which talca into account the

reality of a steady state, if not declining state. Eaca institution needs

to Consider the implications for changing the pattern of enrollments in terms

of ability level and socioeconomic status: The implications for a faculty

that may be accustomed to dealing with higher ability students now faced

with the necessity of working with lower ability students cannot be ignored.

Indeed, it becomes necessary to examine thet'whole question of ability in

a different light: The demands upon developing stronger and more effective

teaching procedures will become greater. The need for orienting faculty

to the new circumstances and the new students, if a college seeks to move'

into a different market situation, becomes increasingly great.

23



II. Students in the 70's

As we suggested in the introduction to the second monograph fh this

series,
"Students in the 70's," it seems almost inevitable that any discu

of the contemporary American college student, the student of the mid-1970s,

rtftwill begin with and/or end with a reference to the 1960s.45 Without giving

it so much as a second thought, we tend to refei to today's student in terms

of how much he or she is p,mike or dissimil r to the students in the 1960s.

This is probably because at the time the 1960s seemed in so many ways to be

unique. Indeed, one of the Carnegie reports, Dissent and Disruption,

observed that the United States, "in the past decade, has been in greater

,e,

internal turmoil that at any time since the period of the Civil War a century4

ago. The.campases have, in recent years, been in the greatest turmoil in

all their'history of over three centuries."46

When the comparison with the196 1) s is made, the mid-1970s seem to some

writers to be an almost different Id. k researcher who has conducted

surveys of American youth since 19 finds in ,1973 that campus rebellion has

become moribund, that criticism of thiuniversities 11,3 decreased and that

college students appear to have developed greater acceptanceolethe require-

ments of law and order.47 And there are many writers who are referring to a

"new breed" of students; some are concerned that we hre not so much a new

breed of student as a return to an earlier and more complacent age. Indeed,

as these words are being written in the early spring of 1975, I have just

returned from a brief visit to Germany where the same mood seems to be

prevailing. To questions about activism among students, one is met in Germany

with the blunt statement that student activism is a thing of ,the past.

But what can we learn from the experiences of the immediate past as we

attempt to plan for the future?' One of the most striking lessons we should

have learn0 is that it is dangerous to oversimplify the situation. Because

19
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there are few outbursts to equal those of the Mid- and late' 1960s, some

writers are prepared to overgeneralize that the,revolts of the past are

gone, that students are(uninterested, that they have fal en,back into a'

new conformity. The monograph which provides the supporting documentation

for this portion.of the report reviews a number of the he studies of the events

in the 1960s. If anything emerges from such a review, it is that the student's

relationship to his college or university is a complex one._ One study,

as it sought to identify the many interpretations of causes and meaning of

the protest of the 1960s, found no less than eight different categories of?

explanation. But even as the literature was analy%ed under these eight

categories, the author concluded that distinctiojs are never finely drawn:

The classification does not show a systematic tendency
among the interpretations of campus disturbance tolavor
one interpretive group_over the others. To be stire,-the y

theories on psychological causes and on failures within
higher education are the most frequently represented in
the literature, and contain the greatest variation. However,
authoritative sources have been included among the witnesses
to each of the other theories, and, in the light of this,''
it is difficult to argUe that the weight O.i scholarly

opinion can be taken to suggest that one set cf causes or
meanings was more likely to havebeen concretely operative
than another.48

The research points out thatthe literature on campus disturbance must be

taken to show that the causes and meanings of the protest p ment were

many and interrelated.

In planning for the 1970s we oannoe ignore the preceding de e and the

happenings of the immediate past. But we should have learned that we cannot

take the tudent population for granted, and we shoilld certainly 'be less

ready to say in 1974 what Clark_Kerr said in 1959:' "I can just see.,.that

they are not going to, press ahy grievances,..they are going to do their jobs,

they are going to be easy to handle. There aren't going to-be riots. There

aren't going to be revolutions. There aren't going to be many strikes."49

We should be more aware that forces operating on- the campus at any one time

are ceedingly complex.

0 ;
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We should also have leTied that whatever initially may have triggered

off a particular series of events on a campus, whether the events were

dire qtly traceable to some specific problems on the campus, in general the
i

protdst did point up a wide range of serious problems to be dealt with.i ..6... ,, .

Perhaps the point is most clearly made in the Report of the President's
14

Commission on Campus Unrest, in which an entire chapter is given to the subjectir

t,""
of university reform. The chapter points out that the events signaled "many

serious, weaknesses.in Americancoileges'and universities" and that recent°

history "has made 4t only too clear.tliat the fTire'of the university to

-pursue effectively' its stated goals, let alone to live up to them, has.

also contributed to student unrest."" The formeld a recurring

theme, and almost and of the reports dealing with campus unrest at one point

1tor another referred to the need for on-campus changes.
74

In spite of the cynic of some, it appeays that E. good many changes

were effected during the.1960s and have had an impact upon the present

organization cf the university. Some ,of the reforms. including "pass-fail"

as a substitute for regular grading, seemed to be falling out of favor,

some of the more unstructured "experimental courses" are not as popular as

they once appe d to be, but in other respects there are some significant

and continuing differences. One report notes that college students are

being treated more as adults, that faculty Members are more committed to

teaothing, that there is more'experimentatien, but experimentation within the.

context of intaining academic standards. It is also pointed ou that

changes in calendar, adoption of interim programs, the provision of more

flexibl ways for meetipg graduation requirements, reduction of these

requir ents, and the greater direct involvement of students in governance

are positive outcomes of the 1960s.51
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At least in three ways, accordingly, as we complete the 1970s and look
, .

to the 1980s, e should be mindful of the complexity of the-situation and

be better prepared (1) to take student concerns mole seriously, (2) to

recognize that the disiuptions did point up some significant areas for

improvement and that (3) there have been some long-range consequences of

the activities of the 1960s. It simply is inapp:opriate to dismiss the

1960s as a time that is gone a , ought to be forgotten. This is not to

suggest that students are poised and prepared for another round of disruptive

activity, but it is to say that the place of the student in the university

cannot be dismissed and that student concerns cannot be ignored. While each

student generation is short, and students are by definition learners, they

are not without insight and not without the ability to make positive

coptributionsto the improvement of the teaching-learning environment. Any

planning for the future should\be prepared to solicit and review student

opinions and concerns.=

Beyond this broad generalization, are there other factors that should

be taken account' of in our planning? Nevitt Sanford Said it in the early

1960s, but the remarks are perhaps even more apprOpriate in the 1970s. He

observedhat the-results of large scale research on American college students

accentuated the diversity rather than the similarity: "Probably the soundest

4
statement that can be made about college students today is that they are

highly djversified. "52 The contemporary literature refers to the great

heterogeneity of American society and the consequence& for having student

bodies with diverse origins and values Within most institutions of higher

learning. Some institutions represent a more homogeneous student body than

others, but iebecomes abundantly clear as eduOationai opportunity has been

extended that the "typical" college student is a many-faceted individual. One

must, accordingly, take with appropriate qualification generalizations that

w- 27
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the present student body is more quiescent, morltpractical-minded, more

individualistic, and more inclined toward religion, religion to be interpreted

in a broad and sometimes diffuse sense. Students are also characterized as

wanting to become more directly involved in what is happening in their world,

.tet,
while at the same time being more practical minded and concerned about making

the education "pay off."

How does one characterize the student of the 1970s? The popular

assessment is that a degree of quiet and calmness has come to the campus, but

that it is a quiet different from that of the 1950s. Students are sujposed

to be as committed as ever, but they are viewed as being prepared to work

within the system. At the same time that they are characterized as being

more concerned about their own personal interest, theyjre also said to be

more realistic about the way in which the world and the university can be

reformed.

Durihg 1969-70 the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education sponsored

a survey of academic opinion involving 70,000 undergraduates, 30,000 graduate

students and 60,000 faculty members. The results of the survey were reported

in several publications of t Commission as well as in the Chronicle of

Higher Education.53 Among the _esUlts of the study, it was noted that two-

thirds of the undergraduate students responded that they were "satisfied" or

"very satisfied" with the college, and 77 percent of the graduate students

signified ,satisfaction with thebb programs. Yet, while generally satisfied

overall with the college, faculty relations, relations with other students

and the quality of classroom instruction, some 90 percent of the undergraduates

indicated that course work should be "more relevant to colremporary life and

problems." Another report suggests that there has been a change in the moral

codes and "a surprising contrast" in what students vlew as morally right or

wrong. For example, this study pointed out that more students considered it

fl2a
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more immoral to collect welfare when one was capable of working than it wag

to pay one's Way through college by selling dope. And pilferage was considered

more immora than destroying private property, selling dope, interchanging

partners amo g couples, and general disregard of the law. By 1973, the

percentage o collage students who disapproved of casual premarital sex had
...-

dropped from 34 percent to 22 percent and disapproval or homosexual relations

had dropped from 42 percent to 25 percent. Yet in 1973 smaller proportions

than earlier saw campus rebellion as a significant factor, and an increasing

number of students indicated that it was morally wrong to use violence even

in a goodt-"bause.54

At the present time the majority of students seems disinclined to

advance student interest through the kind of disrupticn that reached many

campuses during the late 1960s. But to conclude that auathy reigns, as is

commonly suggested by many observers, is an oversimplification. Students

have not simply returned to the spirit of the 50's; they have developed their

own commitments, and they are involved in campus-wide decision-making to

a greater degree than ever before. The students also have their ideals, but

it would be,a mistake to attribute to them more wisdom and insight than they

have had in the past. There has been some tendency during the 1960s to

romanticize the efforts of activist students and to attribute to them higher

.motives, greater intelligence, more dedication and greater insight than they

deserve. To say this is not to depreciate their effort; it is simply to

ask for more sense of perspective.

If any one lesson has come out of the experience of the past decade, it

should be that college faculty and administrators cannot take students for

granted. To those observers who have already decided that students have fallen

into a new apathy, that life has settled into a dull and diabroutIne, and that

there is little hope for a more lively future', we need to recall again the

29
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assessment Of the observer
;and

the experts in the early 1960s. Few of them

then anti,lipated the kind of disruptions that took place later in the decade.

Even Kenneth Kaniston, while he saw pressures for change in society,

characterized the students in the late 1950s in terms of a lack of rebellious-

ness, a widespread feeling of powerlessness, a kino of primitivism with an

accent upon the present, without much in the way of political involvement,

but a commitment to the cult of_experience. 55

These observations are not to suggest that because campuses seem

relatively quiet in the 1970s, as they did in the early 1960s, we of necessity

face another series of outbreaks in the late 1970s. ft is only to reiterate

what we have said before, that students should not be token for granted and

that faculty and administration should make greater ano continuing efforts

to initiate and maintain a kind of dialogue that will make for more positive

approach to the future. Particularly, individual institutions need to be more

aware of the kind of students there are on the campus,-:he mood of a,particular

campus. They need, to be more realistic about the interests and needs of

students and the possibilities within the institution. It is all too easy

to gederate an image that fails to reflect the actual state of affairs. One

may, for example, refer to the need for increasing selectivity of students

and emphasizing a more traditional view of the liberal arts while the students

being admitted are primarily oriepted to.practical and professional pursuits.

What students are committed to and what the institution purports to be ought

to be more closely related than is often the case.

In the years to come institutions will also be seeking to work out means

of accommodating an increasing proportion of women students and minority

students. While the proportion attending higher educational institutions from

among the male white students is declining, the proportion of women and minority

students has been increasing. There had been some concern that the increase

30
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in minority students has leviled off and that a decrease may be facing

institutions in the future, but 'recent reports suggest that minority

enrollments have not yet leveled off.56

In the monograph on enrollment we have referred to the possibility of

enrolling "new" types of students in the future" -older students and students

of lesser ability and lower socioeconomic status. As we noted in that

monograph, however, the extent to which these students will become part of

the student body of the 45 colleges to which this report is directed, remains

an open questioa.57 How the chUrch-related undergraduate college will relate

to these developments in the larger realm of "postsecondary education" is

not clear. That there is a potential enlarged clientele among "older" adults

and for programs outside of the "traditional" in terms of time, place and

content, seems evident. But how a particular college will relate to this

new clientele, to these new students, is very much a matter of what that

institution's orientation,and imagination may determine. The new clientele

will not be automatically available or interested; each institution will

have to seek out the new sources.

Several presentations during the Twenty-Ninth National Conference on

Higher Education.in March, 1974, referred to the development of the non-

traditional sector and "recurrent education." James R. Goss, Director. of the

Center for EdLcational, Research and Innovation, OECD, aocumented the growth

of part-time training and evening classes in Europe. He noted that while

much of the effort is being expended in "upper secondary education," in large

part the effort is in industry and is in terms of. an 'educational leave of

absence."58 James O'Toole of the University of Southern California outlined

the need for developing Opportunities for the, disadvantaged, elderly, blue

collar workers, middle-class men and women,. He pointed out-that "increasing

numbers of people are demanding greater choice.in the form of education."
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They are requesting "self- mastery courses, and flexible time schedules, and

'on-the-job and in-the-field training." .Thay.also want "a griater range of
.

curricular content...greater flexibility from their jobs...freedom to drop

out of school and into work, out of work-and into school."59

Alexander Mood is prepared to go farther. He predicts for the coming

decades the student body of higher education will not be a selected group

of high school graduates but "the entire adult popularion."6° And higher

education will be spread out over one's lifetime:

YOung persons will not devote full time to higher education
on leaving high schools because they can learn more by getting
experience in other kinds of social institutions....People
musty in the future, learn throughout their lives because
society and careers will be changing more rapidly; it will
become less and less the case that one can select a career in
his youth and expect to follow it to hisretirement.61

He sees a life-long learning pattern, withipeople entering and lealAng

postsecondary institutions as time permits and as situations demand.

That there ae new markets for new forms of postsecondary education seems

unlestioned. On the other hand, what becoming involved in the new markets

and in new approaches may mean is something that must oe carefully considered

by a college. Moving more directly into non-traditional forms and structures

can have a significadt impact upon.the existing program, and an institution

moving in new directions should be prepared to calculate the consequences. It

will not be poisible to maintain "business as usual" and to conduct some modest

little experiments oh the side. Many of the new approaches require a basic

restructuring and reorientation of the institution as a whole. Such an approach

is riskym-and exciting. It can be successful --or disastrous. It would seem

appropriate, however, for consortia or small g4ups within the 45 Lutheran

colleges to explore together some of the new concernp and approaches. Indeed,

it seems that through a consortium or,a small, group cf institutions much more

in the way of experimental approaches to attract new clientele might be feasible.
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III. Governance--Organization and Administration

As we have observed in the third monograph in this series, the survey 0

.

governance (organization and administration), rev. topics concerned with the

current state of higher education have elicited such broad ranging discussion

as that of governance.62 To no little degree it was the disruption in the

operations of colleges and universities in the United States in the 1960s

that brought governance to the forefront of educational discussions. In

the President's Commission on Campus Unrest juggested that governance was

becoming "one of the most hotly disputed topics on American campuses today."63

But the discussion of new patterns of governance has not been restricted to

the United States alone. As noted in the monograph on governance, there have

been extensive changes in Canada and in Western Europe as Wel1.64

To some writers the situation in the United States has reached crisis

proportions. Among others, Clark Kerr has observed that the system of

governance in American colleges and universities "is now in a crisis as never

before."65 But while many writers do not hesitate to apply the term "crisis"

to the situation, they are by no means in agreement as to the precise nature

of the crisis. According to some, the crisis lies in so broadening the bases

of decision-making that needed decisions can no longer be made effectively.

Others perceive the essential problem to be one of a "vacuum in central

leadership" and they call for a new kind of leadership the contemporary

college and university. Others refer to the "'erosion of authority." Others

have referred to a tension arising between "authoritarianism" and "democracy."

Still others hate raised questions about the fundamental purpose and orientation

of the academic enterprise. And still others call atZ..entLon to the demand for

greater accountability.

33
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As one reviews the range of opinions, it seems probable that as in so

much that chai-acterizes American higher education, the crisis is not to be

identified with one simple condition blit with a whole set of,complex and

interrelated conditions;it seems sufficient that discdssion is broad based

enough and that sufficient numbers of new approaches are being tried that

whether we axe in a "crisis" or not, governance had become an issue of

sufficient moment for every campus, to review its on procedures and structures.

And in such a review, the critical issues in the mid-1970s seem likely to be:

(1) the role of students in governance; (2) the creation of structures that

allOw for the exercist of power and authority within the university; (3) the

role of the faculty in governance, particularly as this is conditioned by

the develOpment of collective bargaining and questions of tenure; (4) the

question of institutional accountability and the role of the trustees; (5) the

developing state-wide coordination systems and their imwct upon private

higher education; and (6) the role of the president in the contemporary

college or university.

The Role of Students.--It has been observed that studies of university

governance before 1960 tended to ignore the impact of students on the decision-,

..-.
making process and that, ( efore the late 1960s students did not actually

Participate in the formal structure ofcolleges or universities except in

a few marginal areas. But by the late 1960s and, early 1970s the topic of

the student role in governance has become a lively one. With few exceptions,

the reports and analyses of the events on American college and university

campuses"during this period refer either to the need for greater student

involvement or report on the development of greater student involvement in

college and university govenance.' Earl McGrath refers to the current changes

as "revolutionary" and contends that "hardly an institution remains untouched

by the activities of students aimed at gaining a voice in major policy-making

decisions."66
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The monograph on governance refers to a number of studies that had been

made in the late 1960s and early 1970s regarding the extent to which students

...haye indged become involved.in-decision-making. 'We shall not attempt to

summarize the findings except to note that it appears that on a large

number of American college campuses students appear to have become, more

'involved in decision-making and such matters as admissions, student financial

aid, planning of buildings and grounds, certain administrative app9intments,

and judicial regulations. They are less likely to be directly involved in

evaluating administration or in budget-making. They are involved in

evaluating the faculty but are generally excluded from specific personnel,

decisions.67

Faculty attitude toward student involvement presents a mixed picture.
a

On the one hand, there are studies that seem to indicate that a fairly'

substantial proportion of faculty are agreeable to more student involyement

as long as the student voice'is a minor one. On the other hand there are

other reports that suggest there is still considerable opposition on the

part of faculties.to broadening student participation ia decisionmaking.

But regardless of the position that one takes about the degree of

student involvement that is desirable, the fact seems to be that More,

students are involved in more ways in university policy matters. And in the

process, one of the problems that surfaces again and again is that of how,

once the commitment is made, moat effectively students are to be incorporated

into any particular decision-making Situation. A variety of structures has

emerged, most of which appear to be variations of some kind of all-institution

goverding body. While some studies are underway to determine the effectiveness

of these all-institutional forms, the evidence so far is mixed. It appears

that more students hold more positions on more facility or general university

committees than at any point in the past, and countless Commission reports
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' have called for fuither'increage in student involvement. Yet, most students

and facultyluestionwheher students have had any significant impact on
.4.

decision-making, and faculty are by no means united in their opinion regarding

the desirability df more student involvement. How bet Xo'incorporate

students into the university decision-making process, at whateverrdegree of

involvement, remains an issUe.68' Some wtiters have.euggested -that the most

promising approach is to develop better input from students at the departmental

level rather than at the all-institution level.

What are the implications of the developments as we have examined thus

far? First of all, it would appear that eveg though students are not as

ready to mount the barricades in the 1970s as they were in the 1960s, they

are expecting to enter more actively into policy decisions than might have

been the case a decade ago. The degree of insistence will probably vary

from campus to campus, but students in general expect to be consulted more

often'and in a wider variety.of contexts. Even wits a fair measure of

faculty opposition, students have become more regular participants in various

levels of decision-making. It is unlikely that the trend that,has begun

will be reversed.

"secondly, it appears that the most critical issue is that of determining

how most effectively to incorporate the insights and obserVations of the

students, particularly at the undergraduate level, into the decision-making

process. The all-university approach has been.far from a universal success.

The'bicameral approach depends upon an effective. student government, and

student governmencshave not as such managed.to maintain a great deal of

momentum in recent years. Relatively few institutions have sought

effectively to incorporate student response in decision-making at the

departmental level, but even as the department represents the basic unit within

the academic structure as a whole, it would seem that the most promising point
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of contact would be at the level of departmental discun and decision-

making. It is perhaps surprising that more efforts have not been made in

' this direction. P
4

For' the undergraduate colleges to whom these-monographs .are particularly

addressed, we-would say that whatever the prevailing mood at the moment may

be, the request of students for some greater measure of involvement ought not

to be lightly dismissed. Particularly in institutions that appear to be

committed to a greater sense of community, to the inculcation of values and

appreciation, sincere efforts at making use of student insights should be

undertaken. And, we would suggest that while forms of all-university

governance may be one route to follow, an even more promising approach

would beto have students work more directly with faculty at the departmental

level and in the structures which provide for significant departmental input

into the overall institutional planning.

Broader Structures for Decision-Making.--Quite beyond seeking ways for

more studept_Involvement, the emergence of broader decision-making units

represents in itself a significant development in the late 1960s a d early

1970s. The variety of approacVes underway is detailed in the monograph on

governance. While a number of studies are underway to determine the

effectiveness of such bodies, few all-university structures have been in

existence long enough to provide any sig icalikt test of effectiveness. One

of the more useful reports is that from a single institution, the discussion

of the development of a,College Council at Carleton College."

As Smith describes the way in which the Council developed, he notes that

three areas of contention soon emerged.' The first had to do with the question

of identity and of definition, i.e. just what is the particular role that

studentt, faculty, admynistrators, trustees and others should severally play

in determining academic policy. The second point of contention related Lo how

tv,
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to balance positions when questions of resource allocation arose. Andy the

third point of contention related to accountability, a concern for a more

thorough evaluation of teach)ng, academic programs and departments, and.

institutional commitments.

Smith suggests that any entry into all-university type of governance

is likely to elicit more or less the same kinds of concerns. There are

Many positive outcomes, but the process calls for many more hours of time,

and one must 'strike a balance of sorts "between exhaustive discussion and

delegation of-responsibility.

The evidence is far from clear, and the only conclusion to which we

rive at this point in time is the rather obvious one that no one should

expect an all-university type of governance structure to solve the governance

problem. Once entered into, the parties involved in an all-campus structure

soon find it necessary to define and redefine roles; the work has just begun.

And ultimately, some hard decisions have to be made abcut the appropriate

balance between broad ranging discussions and clear delegation of responsibility.

Faculty Role.--The general review of new approaches to broader decision-

making touches directly upon faculty participation, but since there are other

issues relating to faculty role;it seems appropriate to refer to faculty

participation in decision-making as a separate topic. One of the more helpful

analyses of the present state of affairs is that of Burton Clark, in which he

observes that the contemporary academic institution seems to represent a

combination of the "collegial" and "bureaucratic." On the one hand the 'N

academy reveals decisions being made "through informal interaction among a

group of peers and through a collective action of the faculty as a whole."

On the other hand, the contemporary campus is complex enough to require that

much of the communication is "through formal channels. responsibility is fixed

in formally deslgnated positions, interaction is arranged in relations between-el
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superiors and subordinartes, and decisions, are based on written rules."71.,

What Claris. sees emerging from this combination'ts, a "professiusal
o . iI J

aThat is to say, as the faculty has become more professional and, as the
-

institution as a whole reflects more of a professional orientation, the

academy.pecomes'"nruch more like a United Iftions ana much less like a

small town." The university is perhaps most accurately described as a loose

aftiance of pro4ssional persons for which the administrative Jructure

provides a type of coordinating function.

Studies of faculty involvement and decision-making suggest considerable

,commitment on the part of faculty to the principle that they should.have

greater impact upon'the decisions being made. This its accompanied, however,

with considerable reluctance to spend the time and effort required to.

implement the principle. In the final analysis, a relatively 6 all numbv of

faculty monopolize the membership of the most powerful

oligarchies charaterize the machinery of faculty governance.72

It is into this kind of situation that tssues relatingt collective

bargaining and tenure have been interjected in the last few year. By the

e of 1974 there were some 338 campuses bn which faculty members had

h en collective bargaining agencies, 70 more institutions than were reported

18 months previously. By early 1975 some 362 campuses were organized. The

major agencies involved, the American Federation of Teachers and the National

Education Association have both committed themselves to intensive campaigns

to organize college and university professors. While the process of

ojzganization seems to have slowed a bit, and the entire development Ls too

new to be adequately assessed, it seems almost assured that the movement will

continue to grow and that considerably more than the ten percent of total

faculty in American colleges and universities now organized will in the years

to come be involved in some kind of collective bargaining unit.
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What the specific 'effect of collective barainin§wikl be on univeyvkity

. . . A* ,

lotitthance is yet to be determined% Eloquent arguments have been mustered

on both sides of the question, namely that collectivt bargaining will change

. .

radically the internal structure and that collective bargaining will enhance

thepresent structures. Logic would suggest at the very least there will be

a reorientation of structures that _would make a faculty less the "quasi-
4 *

independent practitioners who share managerpl authority",that many consider
0
themselves to be and establish more clearly an identifiable management group

as something apart from "employees and their representatives. "73 Collective

bargaining would seen logically to introduce 'a measure of bilateral

government that must be distinguished from hierarchical authority on the one
._,

I,hand and professional self-government on the 'other. Eu
t ,

as one' writer

observes, the main problem for writers in th

who know the most about faculty bargaihing d

themselves 'will freely admit."74,

With regard to tenure, a major commissi

Tenure in Higher Educati reported in March,

co-sponsored'bY the Ameri an Association of

Association of American Colleges. The Commi

came out strongly for the maintenance of the

ledged that the principee'S\tenure "will no

its abuses and elimination of weaknesses are

with other elements of reform, the Commissio

type of quota system be instituted; it refer

institution to formulate "a faculty staffing

appropriate number of tenure positions...are

field is "even those scholars

't knOw very much as they

n, the Commission on Academic

1973. The Commission was

niversity Professors and the

sion, perhaps not unexpectedly,

enure system, but also acknow-

long survive unless reform of

vigorously pursued. "75 Along

appeared to suggest that a

ed to the reeessity for each

plan," under which "an

available for allocation to any

unit where they may be needed."76 The quota system almost immediately came

under attack. In one court test, however, ip the state of New Jersey the
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requirement that the state's four-year and two-year colleges impose either

"specific restrictions or more intensive and rigorous review procedures"

in any award of tenure was upheld.78

The monograph on governance outlines the many ,arguments that have been

4advanced both for and against tenuiond refers to a number of court cases

that have riently emerged.79 A federal,judge,ih Wisconsin ruled that
4r

tenured faculty members who are dismissed becaus4'of university, financial

problems have only limited protection. An Iowa caserict judge held that

the University of Dubuque had the right to fire a tenuqrrofessor in 1972

But in the Bloomfield,

If of the Bloomfield

because of theUniversity's financiaoblems.

New Jersey case, a superior court judge ruled on

faculty who had been dismissed. And, in mid- 4 a district court judge
.ix''

ruled in favor of a group of Oklahoma col ege faculty who had beenAismissed.

One authority, in summarizing these obs= vations on the legal dimensions

of tenure,,findsiphat he refers to as a "paucity of definitive legal content

regarding tenure," and suggests as a general principle,r"once a professor has

tenure, his rights should be well protected." He goes on to say, however,

that there are ditferenCes in the approach of public and private institutions,

that a tenure plan' under a governing board of a public institution is generally

considere&a form of sub-legislation having the force of law, while in a

private institution any right to tenure is contractual' rather than,statutory .80

We are far.from reaching definitive positions\on either collective

bargaining or tenure, but' it seems clear that both natters will continue to

constitute significant issues on the college camp4es. At least one of the

45 Lutheran colleges has completed a b4rgaining agreement. In January, 1975,

the Board of Trustees of.Wagner College in New York approved a contract that
g

Mad been overwhelmingly ratified by the faculty in November. The contract is

for a period,of three years and provides for a reconsideration'of.salavy for

41
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the third year. Contained "in the agreement are; among other pAnts, the

following: (1) all faculty appointments are forone academic year or for

the remainder of an academic year; (2) departments must give reasons'for

recommendations relative to reappointment and promotion when requested by

the fadulty member involved; (3) faculty workloads are .defined as "twelve

"contact hours of teaching each semester but not less than ten (10) contact

hours a week" and hours for office time and 'committee service are also given;.

(4) the grievance procedure allows "the -co lege' co file with the AAUP

chapter President as a complaining.party.81

While some ,ht conclude tot the colleges of the Lutheran Church are

less likely to employ collective bargaining as a means of resolving salary

and work conditions for faculty, the experience of Wagner College indicates

othrise. It is important that the colleges in this group examine carefully

the experience of other institutions and consider the implications or

collective bargaining for their own campuses. Perhaps.Ehe Washington office

of the Lutheran Education Conference of North America can serve to chAnnel.
)

information to the memberltstitutOns and to provide a forum for discussion

of the issues involved. And, it Would be inappropriate or any to suggest

that collective bargaining is necessarily in conflict with the nature and

structure of these institutions.

Private higher education became involved in collective bargaining when

in June, 1970, the National 'Labor Relations Board, in F. reversal of a previous

ruling, affirmed that it had-jurisdicti.on over non-profit colleges and

universities having at least one million dollars gross revenue:' Tax - supported
0

.

institutions fall under the laws of the respective star.s, and as of early

1975 some 31 states have mandatory "meet and conf " laws; of the remaining

states, four have permissive coverage, but no legislation.82
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Regional-rulings of the National Labor Relaticns Board in the cases.of

private colleges have not always been consistent: In Denver, Colorado, one

ruling included department chairpersons as "management" and another ruling

for a quite similar institution held that department chairpersons coulckbe

included in the bargaining unit. In March, 1975, a regional director of

the NLRB stated that St. John's University is not required by law to negotiate

With its faculty union over issues of campus governance." .But matters of

governance have increasingly become elements in the bargaining process. If

the New York ruling--and the full NLRB has not reviewed the case--should

become more widespread, collective bargaining at private colleges could be

limited tq purely economic issues. But the situation is far from clear at

this time. For the public sector states have been moving one-by-one, but a

federal public-employee bargaining law may be in the offing; one major bill

has been introduced at this time, the so-called Thompson bill (HR 77).84

With regard to tenure, it is almost inevitable that some of the

institutions among the 45 Lutheran colleges will have faced financial

exigencies that will require a review of tenured positions. Rather than wait

for the crisis to appear, it would seem appropriate at this'stage that each

k.institution examine its own stand with regard to tenure, that it explore

different approaches to appointment, that it be frank to acknowledge the

possibility of new types of contract procedures. The better part, of wisdom

4would be to explore alternatives before an institution is faced faith the very

difficult decisions of terminating tenured positions. Under law, as private

institutions, the Lutheran colleges probably have consideraPle freedom of

action.- But, as colleges related to the church, and because of the kind of

service expected of the faculty, something other than a strict legal

interpretation of tenure needs to be explored.
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.With regardregard to the broader issue of faculty involvement in decision-

making, the, nature of the Lutheran institutions would suggest that while a

strictly collegial structure is probably as difficult to maintain for them

as for other institutions, more of the collegial system might be appropriately

preserved in these colleges. Again, rather than waiting until the crisis

appears, it would seem appropriate for each institution to be engaged'im

periodic review of governance structure. All too often, acadtmic institutions.,

engage in such studies under the pressure of a particular crisis, and. then

neglect to follow throUgh with the continuing kind of study that can prepare

the way for shifts and changes before a new crisis forces changes. Some of

the Lutheran institutions have attempted new structures. We did not, however,

have available for this review any reports on the effectiveness or lack of

effectiveness of these structures. A useful study for LECNA would be a

review among the 45 colleges of specific patterns of internal governance

that have developed over the last decade, an analysis of the successes and

the failures, and an exchange of information among the institutions that

would assist in a continuing study and audit of structural changes.

Trustees and Governance.--The 1970 LECNA study reviewed in general terms

the various types of trustee structures among the 45 colleges. In that study

it was reported that in the American Lutheran Church six colleges were owned

by a corporation synonomous with the national convention, four were owned by

one, or more area conference corporations and one was owned by an associated

group of congregations. One =liege was related both to the American Lutheran

Church and Lutheran Church in America. Within the Ltheran Church in America,

17 colleges were related to one or, more synods, and one college was related to

the then national Board of College Education and Church Vocations. Within the

Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, 14 colleges were awned directly by the church=

at-large but related to one or more.districts, and one university was ownedAllh..
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the Lutheran University Aesociatipn and supported by an anhual collection

within the congregations of the church.

All bf the Lutheran colleges were reported to 'be "free-standing;

autonomous institutions" except for the 14 schools that are related to the

Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod. The
ks
e 14 (ten junior colleges and four 1-

senior colleges) are rh effect part of a "Concordia System," a multi-campus

university with individual boards coordinpted and supervibed by a central

Board, of Higher Education.

But even within these general structures, there is consideiable

variation in the legal structure of the various boards. Dr. Gamelin's

study will provide more specific information, about the way in which these

institutions Are rela.teli to the various church bodie We make mention of

these general structures, however, because one of the r issues in

governance that has arisen within the last few years among American colleges

and universities hag been that of defining the appropriate role of the board'

of control, (board of trustees, board of direc or board of regents).

Legally, within the American system, the individual board of control is the

institution# As one writer hai indicated, "this body--the governing board,

constituting a single artificial person -- legally is the university. "85 Over

'the years boards of control appedi to have exercised greater or'lesser power ,

in directing the courses of the institutions tp which they have been related.

Perhaps as,much as anything, the adademic freedom debates at the turn of the

fltury'rand during the early years of the twentieth century served to increase

the autonomy of the institution over the

until the latter part of the 1960s4; with

and revolt, boards of control had become

Such a judgment is an Overgeneralization,

to the observation, but the broad generalization has some documentatiog\

board. It has been suggested that

the emergence of a'. tine Of dissent

relatively ineffective and powerless,.

and there are certainly exce tions
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In the ear* 1970s there is a new mood; there ,

are some moves toward a

ssertion of the power of the board. The annual meeting of the Association

of Governing Boards in May, 1974, discussed a report based on a'recent poll ..

of 559 board chairmen. At that meeting there seemed to be "widespread

agreeMent that trustees should assume a bigger role in handling.such issues

as lactilty workloads, tenure, and even' the content of the curriculum."86 One

speakerat the conference called for much more invol)ement in curriculum and

faculty workloads, and said that trustees will have to become more accountable

for what 4s happening within the institutions, with what is taught and how it

is taught.,

'But, if trustees are to exercise their powers effectively, they will have

to be reconstituted to provide for a much greater diversity of membership. : As
V

,T.R. McConnel observes, membership can no longer be confined "to .those. who

represent wealth, position or political'power, but should be extended to

those who represent a wide range of economic and political interests and a

diverse pattern of ethnic and cultural, backgrounds.,"87

Several studies have been undertaken to define the nature of board

membership and the way in which boards have exercised control. These studies

reveal, howeyer, relatively little.Agardidg how the more effeCtive boards

function, or, ven what constitutes an effective board. There is little

question that a board has begal responsibility for the College or'university
,

it maintains, but the'specific roles played by,,boards are far from clear.

Roles probably vary greatly with the,type of'instltution, time and circum-

stances. Perhaps this variability is the strength of the lay board in the

merican system; the board can vary its role with type of institution, time

and circumstances. As collective bargaining becomes more a part of the

collegiate scene, it will be interesting to see what the role of the hoard
Xtt-

will becwe. Among public institutions the bowpd may be bypassed in favor
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of fhe executive or legislative offices. Among private institutions, the

board will almost inevitably become the locus of last resort.

Its difficult t6,point up direct implications of this brief review

of board structure for the 45 colleges of the Lutheran Church bodies in

North America. Much more needs to be known about how effective the several

boards currently are, whdt their concerns`"are, how they may more effectively

relate.the'colleges to their constituencies.,1Undoubtedly considerable

review of board function's will be called for in the' years to come. Among

other developments that will call fox such a review are the, various types of

state and fehrral programs that are developing. As these programs grow, the

nature of the board and the degree to which it represents a particular

sectarian orientation will be matters of increasing concern. The efforts of

the Lutheran Church in America to have institutions and supporAng synodical
'

organizations review their'relations and establish or renew covenants would

seem to us, to represent a step in the right directihn.

State Coordination.--For both priyate and public sectors, the emergence

of governing or coordinating boards in more and more states has had an impact

on the day-to-day decision-makingOf these institutions. While statewide

governing boards,have restricted 'their efforts to the public sector,

coordinating boards, stilL in the majority, hatre in some states effectively.

incorporated private institutions into statewide planning. In 1974, some

27 states were reported to have coordinating boards.and 20 ta have governing

boards. Only three states do not have the equivalent of a coordinating or"

governing board.

The distinction between the,governing and coo#dinating board is that the

former is a legal governing'and,regulating agency, for the institutions under

its control, while in the latter various levels of review andtmoral and

political persbasion are employed. Governing boards relate almost exclusively,
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if not entirely, to the public institutions under their direction. Coordinating

boards can and do relate to private institutions in various ways. A study

by the Academy for Educational Development completed in the fall of 1969

observed that in 14 states the official state planning agency was charged

"with some responsibility for private institutions and overall planning

for higher education" and in three of the states the law stipulated that

private institutions must be included. Some 15 additional state agencies

indicated some degree of recognition of private institutions in their planning

activities. 88
The-point at which state agencies have most directly related to

private institutions has been through state scholarship plans, and in 1974

there are almost 40 state scholarship or aid programs in effect.

On another level, the development of the so-,clled "1202 Commissions"

may have an important effect upon private higher education. Section 1202 of

, the Education Amendments of 1972 requires any state that wants to receive

A-
assistance under Section 1203--which authorizes grants and assistance to

comprehensive statewide planning--to establish a state postsecondary commission,

that broadly and equitably representative ofvarious types of.postsecondary

educatiopal institutions. After a year of limited, emphasis, the U.S. Office

of Education decided 0 encourage'the creation of these commissions. The

U.S.'CoMmissioner of Education wrote to all governors ghnduncing that the

°Office
H
of Education would allocate at least $1,000,000 for statewide planning

'grants 'be admi9istered by .the 1202' Commiesions. The state governors were
A

to notify the Commissioner by April 15, 1974, if they ho.d decided. to establish

a commission. Theleadline was subsequently.extended to April 25, and some ,

43 states,,plus the District of Columbia, American Samoa, Guam and Puerto 'Rico

are repo ted to have established1such commiesions: The 1202,bmmissions can

be desig ted as the state agency responsible for certain other federal

programs. In the requirement that the 1202 Commission% be "broadly and
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equitably representative of the general public and private non-profit and

proprietary institutions of postsecondary education," the legislation

incorporates, or would seem to do so, private higher education into statewide

planning.

The implications of current developments seem fairly clear. In a

surprisingly rapid manner private higher education is becoming more directly

related to statewide planning and statewide programming. It seems important

to us that private institutions make every effort to keep abreast of the

developments, particularly the development of the 1202 mmission and the

statewide planning implied by the establishment of these commissions. The

commissions must be broadly representative, and that means that private

institutions will and must have'a voice in the development of the commissions

and in the work of the commission;., It would seem to us appropriate that

the private institutions take more initiative in whatever political ways are

. open to make Jheir concerns felt in the establishments`of these commissions.

*1,

As Robert Berdahl in his 1970 study observed with regard to financing, "even

if the state role in lancing higher education were to diminish markedly,

all institutions--public and private--would still have to function in tM

context of state law and state sOvereignty."89

Presidential Leadership; --Studies undertaken in the early sixties of the
. .

cotlege or university president placed heavy emphasis upon educational
1 V

leadership,. And this leadership, according-to Harold %Ads was to be exercised

thi4icigh "informal, 'friendly,'and persuasive means.49° In the monograph on

governance we°Suggest that there fs a sense of unreality in such comments,

especially as we

1970s.91 Studies

4'Ve emerged from the conflicts of the late 1960s and early

predating the e it beginning in the 1E16 1960s Ores4nt an

almost idyllic picture' in comparison to.what,has happened in the experiences

of academic leaders in more recent years.
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The contemporary academic leader finds himself hedged around by

constraints'; the traditional and constitutional limitations are compounded

by the realities of the external situations, the rights and privileges of

members of the academic community, the demands for team work. He finds it

difficult to exercise his call to decision, and yet the leader is still

called upon to decide. As John Gardner has observed, anyone who accomplishes

anything of significance has more confidence than the facts would justify. 92

He notes that too many contemporary leaders are not prepared to decide, but

they seem to prefer, to go through a.series of clearances within the

organization and let the process itself settle the issue. They take'polls,

devise statistical systems, accounting systems and information proCessing

systems. The leader must know the facts,,or he-is in trouble, but the leader

must proceed with the degree of confidence that goes beyond the facts.

The contemporary leader must also be prepared to yolk within a context

of conflict. Conflict is a way of life in the university, and the problem of

leadership becomes that of accepti g conflict as,inevitable and finding ways,

of dealing with it in a constructi

is unrealistic, short of creating

e manner. To try to eliminate conflict

wholly homogeneous unit -- which, by

definition, stifles diversity. The 1970 President's Institute of the American

Council on Education, in stressing the need for a new type of leadership,
%FA

A

referred to the new presidents as "Crisis Managers," and noted that "today's

president must know something about new techniques of budgeting scarce

resources, lablor relations, the legal process, and the mediation of disputes
1,

under pressure."93

Various estimates have been given of the average tentire of the college

president, and much publicity has been given to what appears,to be a fairly

short tenure of four to five years. More careful analysis, hbwever, suggests

that the average tenure is as a matter of fact a much longer period. Cohen

50,
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and Marsh xamine and find wanting mciat'reports regarding "average tenure."1

.

They conclude that duringmast of the twentieth century the median college

president has served about ten years.94 They also refer to the president

as exercising leadership in "organized anarchy," and while recommending
N.

some steps to combat the prevailing ambiguity, conclude that the fundamental
tr: ,

ptoblet of ambiguity will remain as part of the,president's condition of work.

- 4 - -

While the debates will continue regarding the-amount of leadership the

"Wes.i.elgiit actually is able to exert in the contemporary university, it seems

'io us that) the weight of the evidence is that with all of the problems and

all of the demands, the president is Still called upon to exert a leadership

that constitutes the, or at least, on of the, deciding factors in the future

of ankiliatitution. The contemporary president is hardly in the position of

exerting the arbitrary leadership more characteristic of the presidents of

the late 18th or early 19th centuries. He is working in 'a much more complex

situation and is beseiged by a host of pressures and demands. He needs much

information than did his predecessors. He needs to_J 3 e into account

opinions and judgments of a wider range of persons, from students and faculty

to board and constituency. But he must still exercise the kind of decision

that does help to set the direction or maintain the direction of the institdtion.

As is the case in every administrative position, it is ell too easy to become

bogged down with busy work and the inconsequential. Because of the requirement

to consult and work for consensus, the contemporary

.

tore bogged down in trivia. In some way, as we, read die comments on the

sident can become even

contemporary president, the top institutional leader needs to take into account

a wider range of opinion and must'be prepared to receive much greater input

than,ever before, but he is no less' responsible for the critical decisions that

ard'necessary to maintain and direct the institution.

4
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IV. Instructional Programs

A decade ago,'writing about college and university curriculum seemed to

be dominated by two major themes, the nature and structure of general education

and the place of- teacher education in liberal arts colleges. There was,

however,,a large number of sub-themes relating to the nature of the teaching-

learning process. Baskin's assessment of some lof the newer developments in

higher education in the mid-fifties called attention to the efforts institutions

were making to maintain some of the presumed values of smallness in the midst

of increasing enrollments, variations on independent stqdy, the use of new

media of instruction, residence hall living in relation tp climate for

learning, arrangements for new calendars, possibi ides in off-campus learning.95

By the mid11970s, with declining or steady enrollments, less attention

was being given to maintaining,the-presumed quali ie;* of smallness in the

midst of growth, and general education was still a factor for consideration,

but not a major issue. Independent study had been expanded.o include

consideration of various kinds df "nontraditional" study opportunities.

what less emphasis was being placed upon residence halls as centers for

./
learning, although continuing efforts were being de. Seminars at the

freshman level seemed to be receiving somewhat more attention. An incredible

variety of calendar ran4ements had emerged during the decade. There
, . .

continues to be a s14 i 1155 development in.eff-caMpus'experience. Inter-
.

institutional cooperatiorOof various styles tontinues, although same of the
6

consortia developed,in the 1960s have faced difficulties, and some have even

dropped out of existence.

In the mid-19/i3 there is a certain restivenas as national and state

commissions; groups pf educators, legislaprs, and the general public call for

greater accountability from the educational enterprise..,While there has hardly

47
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been a year without some kind of reform movement, the demands for educational

reform in the 1970s become even more insistent. The head of a large state

system insists that higher education must construct entirely new arrangements

that will respond to the changing social patterns in which education is

likely to become a life-long pursuit."

In the midSt of the frequent demands for change we find .that many of the

ekditing "new".measures advanced in the mid -1970s were discussed in the

literature more thfn a decade ago, that many innovations appear to be old

ideas in new dress; but that the'demand is no less insistent that higher

education adapt to new social conditions and that a complete overhaul of

academe is needed. And as one reviews documents such as An Inventory of

Academic Innovation and Reform, we have the impression that virtually every
,

1 llege in the country is involved in some kind of "reform" or "innovative"

' rogram.9 While little that is distinctively new in higher education as a

whole may be emerging, at least institutions are individually experiencing

'what are to them new approaches. It may still be the case that, to use an

outworn analogy, it is more difficult to change the curriculum than to move

a cemetery, but it appears that if the'cemetery is not being moved, at

least a lot of extensive landsdaping is underway.

The attempts at change and restructuring'take on several forms, the most

radical of which is the establishment of entirely new institutions. Not all

new institutions are innovative. The American Council'on Education in a

study published in 1971 found that more than one-third- of the 2,573 colleges

and universities existing in 1970 had come into existence after 1947. Two-

thirds of these were two-year community colleges, and ever half ofjthe new

institutions had been established under public auspice. The study suggested

that on an average, over the twenty-year period from 1947 to 1967 approximately

45 new instithtione* had been established per year. Even during the 1970s, when
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'between 1970 and 1974 some 50 Pavate colleges had closed and a. number of

others had merged, 26 new private institutions had been established.98

Of the many colleges that have been established, some even during the

1970s, one may perhaps refer to some 25 as "new" or "experimental." Among

these institutions, if there aTe any general characteristics to be found,

they are the emphases upon individually developed courses and individually

oriented experiences. The "new" colleges seek to provide considerable freedom

for students in developing their programs..

Reviewing the status of the experimental colleges in the Chronicle of

Higher Education, one writer observes that while differing among themselves,

the "new" colleges still have much in common in method and philoso y and

have even developed their own kind of jargon. They nave a mimeographed

newsletter, a "national resource center" and their own national conferences.

While'all claim to be "historic departures, from the norm," it is.aentended

that "many in fact are aot," and that they have "precedents. in other places

or other times, and much of whatthey do is borrowed from A.S. Neill, Jphn

Dewey and even Socrates."99 What is significant* us is that whether they

are, newly developed departures or borrowers from the past "they approach

educational reform in a comprehensive way, going far bevoad tinkering with
-

grading systems and other piecemeal reforms." The "new" colleges,seek

alternatives to distlution requirements, maj9rs, grades, lectures and

attempt to provide ways for students to develop their own approaches to

learning. Not all students are able to cope with the lack of structure and

new freedom that some of uhe institutions represent, and these drop out or

return to conventional programs.: Most eikthe experimental collegei attempt also

to develop some kind of Community that brings students And faculty into more

frequent and less formal contacts.
47
Generally, the governance system involves

wider participation in decision - making.
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It is difficult for.new colleges to remain new, to maintain the spirit

-of innovation that brought them into existence. As two participants in one

of the experimental colleges observed, faculty Ore prone to fell back on

accustomed patterns of Organization; they find it difficult to develop new

instructional procedulps,'because they are, trained in conventional instit-

,utions and are "steeped in the conventional.processes and"rationales of

liberal education."1°9 The students also rarely cOme equipped with the

skills for dealing with the kind of freedom the new institutions Want to

&Ater. AtiotherbobServerfound among the new institutions a tendency to

move to more formal and stable organization structures, toward clearer

definition of roles and functions.101 He fount that mary features of the

institutions were threatened constantly by both faculty-and student

orientation,°and he generalized that "the most influential general factor in

opposing the development of innovative educational environments is the

traditionalism of the attitudes and beliefs of the constituents of the

innovative institutions." In short, the internal parcies--faculty,

students, administrationvr.generally prove-to be their-pwn wor enemies.
(.. zi

.
.

Among the Lutheran colleges, apart from the development of the specialized

senior.college at Ft."Wayne for theological studenti, there have been nb new

i
institutions as Such developed in recent year's. The Lutheran Church, Missouri

ax

Synod has established two junior colleges in the Concordia System since 1960,

and the American Lutheran Church, with the participation ottthe Lutheran

Church in America, established California Lutheran College in 1959. But as
rt

these institutions have developed, they are more in the, line o thekinstitutions

. within whose tradition they were established.
.

If there is any general lesson to be learned regarding the establishment

Of "new" colleges, that are experimental irk nature, it is that any treat

deviation from the mainstyeam icult to maintain. Several of the

-5J
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exPrimental colleges have already disappeared from the scene. Bensalem

closed its doors after some three or four years. of existence. Prescott

College is on the verge of closing, and New Collegd in Florida has become

part of the state system. Those which gave survived, and there Are many,

'find themselves acco HMODdating in many ways to the more traditional patterns.

Yet, the net result may be an institution that is still somewhat different

from the mainline institutions that has through the innovations developed and

'modic,ied, influenced, other and more traditional institutions. Robert Altman,

in reviewing the experience of one new upper-division college, noted that

it had:"

eventually discovered what many Other experimental programs
, involving the structure of education had discovered :. that
a single institution, regardless of the degree to which it
is internally satisfied with an organizational structure
different from that of those institutions With which it
interacts, cannot continue to operate under those 'conditions
if the other institutions (or accrediting bodies or athletic
conferences) do.not make certain necessary adjustments.192

One is tempted to incorporate this statement into a form of a law of change,

so universal does its application seem to be. The pressures toward conformity,

whether a program proves itself .or not, are strong.

A second approach to the change or reform of the instructional program

is either through, the introduction of special programs to alter in significant

ways the institution as'a whole or to create units within the parent

institution to permit and/or encourage new approaches to teaching and learning.
,.

.

The classic examples of institutions being transformed through the

\t?

. .

introduction of new elements are Antioch College and its work-study program,

St. John's College and the great books, Parson's.College (now closed) and its

"second chance" curriculum, Colorado College and the modUlar course structure,

Beloit and its combination of on-.and off-campus work, Goshen and the Study

Service Term'. What all of these "transformed" colleges have in common is that

5u /
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anexisting institution, ma T or less traditional, has trough the introduCtion

of significant change in calendar, or instructional technique, or program,

experienced more than simple addition in programming. The dole as a whole

has/been influenced by the introduction of the new element, and the environment

of the college has been sufficiently changed to make it a new kind of enter-

prise. Not all of the transformations "take," and not all of those that do,

' "take" are viewed es unqualified successes. Yet, the advantage of instituting

significant changes within an existing institution is that there is a base
?

fr m which to operate, and the changes themselves can be modified in the

i71 ght of experience. The established institution generally has enough

momentum to carry it through the dfislocations and frustrations of the new

\

Perhaps more'popular than attemptingto change the institution as a whole:
. -

have been the efforts to create new units within existing institutions. These

are often'referred to as "colleges within a college." These are discrete

programs with an identifiable faculty and an identifiable AtliTaent body. While

programs.

facult;and students may, also participate in other work in the parent college,

they can be 'clearly Identified with the college within'the col ege, and

faculty usually devote most of their' teaching efforts to the sp cial unit. ,

-*

In most cases, also the college- within-a- college has separate bud etary and
g

administrative support.

We are able to identify some,25 units or clusters of units within larger

institutional setting's. One on our list, Bensalem of Fordham, lasted nearly

six years. The first classrof 3 students was carefully selected on the basis

of intellectual and persontandards. The college was designed to be self-

directive, liberal, self-evaluativet was to operate on thebasis of group

consensus, but one of the'problems wa&,that consensus was never.easilyreached,

and the self-selective nature of the college tended to isolate it from the rest

of the university and finally led to its termination.

.4
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4
On the other hand, one of the units established in a Lutheran college,

the Paracollege of Saint Olaf, recently concluded its peritnental period by

being incorporated inyothe college as a separate unit o something more than

departmental stature. In 1968, the faculty-of Saint Olaf College, in response

tomany of the same kinds of concerns that. were surfacing en many campuses,

authorized the establishment of what came to be called the aracollege. The .

Paracollege was' to provide opportunities for those who found the more

conventional patterns of course requirements and course struc ure restrictive,

or as some were wont to say, irrevalent% The new uait wa established to be

a part of the campus community in which any idea could be considered and could

be put to the test. Implicit in the agreement to establish the Pa acollege

was the intention to incorporate into the main or regular college uch

procedures and practices aaMiight prove desirable after trial in t e Paracollege.

In this way, the Paracollege was to be the initiatiig and innovati e unit.

In the course of a special review of the Paracollege, during 1973-74,

an, all-college committee concluded that the program should be given the status

of 4 continuing unit, on pan with any,other department or unit in the parent

college. In ane sense this changed the direction of the Paracollege, for.

instead bq remaining the experimenting unit feeding new ideas int the regular

kcollege, the Paracollege gained a life of its own as an alternate

students admitted to Saint Olaf.

route for ,

Valparaiso University has established Christ College. This ollege shares

the general purposes of Valparaiso and expects the student to ,co

of the regular gradhation requirements, including a,major. It

however, students to -develop special majors and concentration s

special freshman - sophomore program emphasizes the
4
humanities,

are aimed at developing a theology of life and-vocation. sa

the' instructional program is jarovided through semi-tutoriel -nd independent

plete most

cs permit,

quences. A"

nd some studies

variation in
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study Opportunities. Pei-sons completing their work in the college ate .

requited to submit a final Bachelor's,Essay.°3
.

.

;

, , 1g

While the other Lutheran colleges have introdixed new types of, sequences,

within the regular structures, Saint*Olaf and Valparaiso are apparentlythe.

only institutions ghat have moved 'to an experimental type program, Of the

two, the Paracollege at Saint Olaf represents,_it seems to us, an attempt

,
to develop on Q. long - range basis more sweeping changes while maintaining,

something of a coherent unit. But even the Paracollege has compromised some

of its earliet plans. -The governance of the unit was tobe as experimental

as the curriculum. After several years of experience;, it was determined

that'the govethahce pattern should move back to more of a departmental

sthictute, with considerably more authority'and responsibility Negated to

the head of the Paracollege.

The dilemma that any innovative Unit;withAn `an institution faces is that.

of trying tobaintain the sense of innovation while at the same time

-recognizing .ehe value of,aspects of the program that have bLn tested an'd

found useful. -That is to say, in one sense tke most successful experimental
. .

unit;is /one that is Under almost constant change; the program of one yearfa
.

.

I
always somewhat different from that of the preceding year. On the other:hand

some Of the-Innovations (innovations in terms of the institution's experience)

are found to be useful and worthy of adoption. 'But, the more successful the
. 1.

experimental unit is, the mote likely it is to become an established, if

alternate, route forstudents in thedfistitution. Such, was tha e4se,With the
,

Paracollege. The development of the interdisciplinary majors, the colloquia
6

A

and other instructional fortes; responded to positively by faculty'and students,6,0

seemed to be patterns-that ought to be repeated. The, Paracollege thus became

k
another established program. It seems to be clear alsq thAt many of theyeAs'

generated Within the Paracollege haveladtsome impact upon the ifistitntion,as a

.5.9
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whole. Yet as theiParacollege now becomes ah established unit, how will other' 4

innovations be attempted? The question for. Saint Olaf becomes that of.

whether 'additional unit's should be established or whether something lets than

a college-within-a-college can be employed as ail experimental unit.

The third type of response 10 need for change.has been that-of the
zit

introduction of less extensive changes within. the instructionalprogram.

Sabetimes described pejoratively as "piecemeal " changes, these are nonetheless
t

the most frequently introduced changes and the, kind Imst likely to be,sustained.

While not always introduCeak-for ahy logical Or consistent reason, they

nonetheless, beCause they do not threaten the whole structure, are likely to

be 'more readily accepted and maintained. Change id gene/id:education programs
4.

is a case in paint.
t 1.4

4 6

In recentyears there has been considerable discussion within under-,

graduate institutions of the place of general education.' While.genera

% -
educatiOn as such was most actively'discussed and deFploped during the 1940s, 4.
. .-, :

1
it stalrethains under:a variety of designations as one of the basiC4 concerns

1'

*.

'-;. '

.orthe;e,insiitUtiolls. What 'Shairbe the proper balance of specia,11.6d"aila'

general' study? t4hat shall be the al5Propriate balance,between itidiviOalized
\,,..

ami'common programs.? How much work should be given to assisting :rile student, ..- . . .4
1

'
..

to, develop more gerieral capacties.afid skills' '.

,

The -monograph on liestrucional programa disEassoS the variety 4, approaches

e .
' currently underWay F1,04 ',.it, is difficult to4gendralize,.:except-to sUggest.that

t
. .,:

, .

.. :.:. ,,,

theissue of general edutat oh is still' verymugh alive. .',If
.
th is any .p re

, 3, .. . . % .

..4
trend -it seemb'td.be ori:of paving iway,Tram'A

.
greaEnumber of

,...

presC'rtbeflot courses to'diitrihutiod' requirement and.lo aluve from distribution
, ' . .. ,

, . .. . . .

.re4uirements to individu'lly, cle.sii#ed or contiaeted.sequenCes. ,While there
...- ..

-.. -I , .,
. .

,. , .
continup-Ito'te"ipsEanicesoc,thedevelOpmentOf new integrated and dew fishmanI -1'

, . d , - -. ! , . .-. ...

arid' lower division sqquepoes,,the prevaiTihg blood seems to be 4at "Of.ellowing
. .

,

_

4,
.. ..4° ,4' . .

.

,4- ,

.1
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,the student "to do hkplown thing" and 4to build his o,an,prqgram--albeit with ,

,

some, guidance within broad areas resembling those associated with distribution'

requiremuts; The total program earlier deGloped by the University of Chicago
PM

0

_ and those programs recommended for Harvard and.Cblumbia seem to be less the

norT Ind-more the exception. The apparent emphasis of the contemporary
v ,

students on the practical and the applied seems also to be causing institutions

to devel0P-more career-oriented courses and various types of certificate

programs of less than baccalaureate level. According to pne recent article,

students are urvortedly abandoning theoretical, abstract; and purely. academic

fields fors al3se that relate directly to jobs." Enrollmenti are down in

English and history and the foreign languages, and some faculties are turning

to "applied humanities," i.e. to the application of the skills of, people in

.die humanities to interdisciplinary problems, wherein team consisting of persons
c

from the humanities and the applied field.attempt to deal with issues from a
v -

more broadly humanist viewpointj05
.

.

0, -
.

.,

In spite of'What seems turbe the preVailing trend, thep is some evidence
,,.

that a number of colleges have attempted to introduce new types pf inter-

disciplinary sequences 'dealing with broad issues of human resources, community
$

service and public affairs.. Iu addition to these ins terdepartmenpl and

interdisciplinary concentrations, a number of new types of studies have

emerged such as the following:* 'ethnid studies, Black studies, environmental

studies, non-Western Atudies, women's stUdies, futuristies; computer science,

policy science, arms control andforeign policy, peace studies, the management

of change, forensic science, drug.and alcohol 'addiction, ethics in medicine.
s

, , .

.,
.,°Almost two-thirds of the colleges and universities in the country have introduced

, /

'

...1.

some form of ethnic studies'. Black sttldies,as such axe found !,21rver 400

i
stitutiona. Urban and environmental studieS are alip;rent157growing rapidly,

and more than 100 colleges and univerdities'offer courses in the field of

futuristics, courses concerned with planning and forecasting.

f'
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Just t long -range impact these new studies will have remains yet to

be seen,. V rious types of "new" sequences have'been introduced An AMerican

colleges and universities since the beginning of the 19th century. Some.have

survived, and others have disappeared, only to be-revived at later dates..-The

' fieldsof soci logy and psychology are essentially creations of the late 19th

'century. Eve 'American literature and American history were "new" studies

of the late 19 h century. Undoubtedly

established pl Ces within the. colle

octhe new sequences will find-

culum, while others will disappear

orbe absorbedlintomore established departmental sequences. But it seems

important to allow for the emergence and testing of new disciplines. This

is'the way in which tha.-curriculum renews itself. Arid most, if not all of

the Lutheran co'lleger t, have beet engaged in some such form of experimentation.

Perhaps the, most extensive changes have bedeih the development of new
. n ,

calendars. Over,, the years there has'continued to be some'thifting between
0

1 .

-quarter and semetter calendars, with the semester sttuctures remaining the
N

i

1

prevailing pattern. But in the early 1960s, with the introchiction, Dr perhaps,
. ,

r

,the reintroductioh, of the ihteisession, a variety of hew typet of college
. ,

. .
, .

''
. . .

calendars' emerged the most popular which has been the..foutne-four format
. 1

(tWo termsof semetterjength, dUring which studentsehrorl in four courses

or some variation thereof, and' an intersession of approkimatally one month

during which the 'students concentrate upon a single course). Other variationq

include the th ;ee -three structure,'in which students enroll for three courses
, A J'a

during each of three,qudrter-lengih terms- often to twelve week's; the modular

.;

curse plan, during:which students enroll intone course in three or four week.
, .

blocks; and varied semester=length-Dalendar programs..

Over 500 colleges and universities have introduced some variation of ;he
. . r. ,

four one-four calendar. While Bennington And Sarah Lawrence colleges had
,

incorporated an interim And off-campus unit in their calendars in the 19iQs,'
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the great interest in the four-one-four developed in the early sixties with

the efforts of Florida Presbyterian College, now Eckerd College. The report

for 1570-71 indicates that fhe majority'of the Lutheran colleges maintai a

semester calendar, with the four-one-four being the next most frequently,.

employed. Only one college at that time was using the three-three calendar

Other variations among the Lutheran colleges included the quarter system,:

the three-one-three-three, the'onerfour-four and the four..four-\ one.1"

Other curricular variations found among colleges and universities in the

mid-1916s include the introduction of some form of a pass-fail system. While :-

initiallythe emphasis was uponbroadening opportunities for pass-fail, there

seems in recent years to be a move toward restricting theuse of the pass-fail

option, although there are few institutions that do not have some form of

the pass-fail option.

Advising programs have been rtvised,and revamiued, butmo institution hds
f

yet,,come up with the ideal program.

If any lesson emerges from a feVrew of the incredible variety 'of curricular

programs underway, it is that at this partfcular point in history one may find

almost any_variation in the teaching- learning process in one institution,or

another. There is no single pattern at the undergraduate level for sequence

or requirements, although most institutions "'combine some element'of concentration

and "general" or "liberal" education. No,oxle type of academic calendar is

uniformly found. There is a wide variation in grading practices, although the

majority of the institutions retain the traditional letter grades-while

providing greater or fewer pass-fail optioKs, or variations thereof. There

aPpears to,be a heavy component of "experientpal" or off-campus :work,.

although the majority of the institutions still operate within the conventional

on-campus classroom format. In one sense there is probably less uniformity in

I'the undergraduate degree sequence than ever before. In another sense, most of

6 .3
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the new and experimental programs are simply variations of tterns that

have been attempted before.

There is pre* ous little in the experiments that is new. We seem to

have learned .ittfe frompast experience, and we are, as institutions,
e.,z - ,

'

insistent upan,ITking our pwn mistakes and trying out our own programs.

Perhaps this is the best way to go; institutions do differ in terms of types
,

f students enrolled and emphases of
.faculty.. Yet, with all'of the'concern

for innovation and experimentation, it becomes abundantly clear that any

institution that is radically different from its sister institutions has a

difficult time. With considetable mobility among the students, there is

still great concern.fottransferabiliiy and interchangibillty of courses and

credits. Any new prograMhas'to be prepared to translate. its work intb,more.

conventional terms;, and if elements are too "far out," students have difficulty

in applying the couses in Other institutions,.

We find at the same time a, pressure for change and variation and a
11:

counterpressure for conformity and uniformity. It seems to,be'a matterof

each institution working'out its own destiny. While there may be very little

evidence that variations in programming have profound and long-range impacts

upon students, thiltudy of Ion-range impacts has been fairly limited. We

would urge that the Lutheran colleges respond to, the current interest in

innovation, but we see the most promising paths to be taken are those of

introducing alternate, programs through variations. of the college-within-a-

college, the use of.. interim or intersession petiods within the several

variations of the four-one-four as the way'to maintain a certain degree of

'stability and at the same time provideOppOrtunity for experimentation. And,

whether or not a particular experiment dramatically canges the learning

outcomes, in spite of many of the disclaimers to the contrary, it may indeed'

be that change for the sake of change is worthWhile. In a period of steady,

2
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. or declining enrollment, experimentation'is 'still An appropriate concern. -

We would hope that as experimentation is undertaken, more careful effort be

given to examining the consequences of changes.

V. Financing,the Program

The release in the early months of 1970 of Earl Cheit's report on the'

financial conditionp. of 41 colleges and universiti e4 :in which it wad estimated

that.oVer 60 percent of the colleges and universities in,the United States,

A

were headed for finahcial,irouble or were already in financial difficulty,

seemed to confirm what a number of other observers had-already noted. The
..,., .

A

title of Cheit's bOok*, The New-Lepression in Higher Education, became a new

password. Juqt emerging from a half decade of disruption that had culminated

V Kent State in May; 1976, higher educational institutions seemed to be moving

from one kind of crisis into another.

Variops writers have tried to pinpoint the beginning of the crisis and

the end of the "golden age" in American higher educatiori. -Virginia Smith has

referred to the decade between 1957 and 1967 as the golden decade, at least

in fiscal matters. Expenditures rose from 5 billion to over 15billion and

enrollment rose from 2,5 pillion to over 5.5 million.°7 But already, by

dl

-1967 there was evidence that all wad not well witb the enterprise. instructional

costs had -increased,, and were dUring-the late 1960s averaging more than eight

percent per year for certAin private universities .108 And even while state

appropriations were climbing, tax-supported institutions were also experienciP8

diffictilties.' In a report to the Association. of American Colleges in early
1.11 1 4

1971, William W. jellema, repoted that "most college'sin the red are staying

in the red and many Ore getting realer, while colleges in the bleCk are- generally

growing grayer."109
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In response to the tightening financial situation, colleges began

cutting budgets and effecting economies wherever possible. Some hoped for
)

new aid from federal and state governments, but were disappointed.' Later in

1971 it was reported that private gifts to U.S. colleges and universities

showed a d011ar decrease for the first time in more than a decadL.110

Early in 10,9p it appeared that a turnaround was occurring, as it was

, reported that private gifts and grants had again begun to increase and had

for 1970-71 now, reached a record high. 111 However, the major sources of, the

incre.ase was alumni and "non-alumni individuals." A number of institutions

also reported that by budget cutting and more efficient use of resources they

were.moving out of the red into the black. Some attributed the changed

conditions 'to more effective management procedures.

In April, 1973,.Earl Cheit's second report found that by increasing their

Lese of 'cost-control measures, the majority of the 41 institutions he had

earlier studied had managed to escape or avoid serious financial trouble in

the intervening period. As a matter of fact, 6 of the 41 institutions

reported that their current financial situation was the same or better than

it had been two years earlier.112 With 'the beginning ofthe-academic year

l97344,optimism,seemed to be increasing,-and it was reported that "a cautious

optimibm and cautious, pessimism" characterized "the financial mood of the

iationis.colleges,and universities as academic 1973-74 gets underway. "113 But

i.

as the year wore on, it was clear that the situation Was far from settled..

A study by the University of Michigan's Center for the Study of-Higher Education

suggested that inflation was probably obscuring the true condition of financially
,

troubled CAleges, The'Center found that while expenditures per student had
.

gone up,somewhat ill the decade reviewed, when inflation was taken into account,
.-. .

in the last few years'there had been an ac'ttia,l decline, in the expenditure per -

student.114 The President of, Georgetown University w,as warning that, Phase II
,

of the financial crunch.for private'higher education,wAs dust around the corner.115
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The situation for 1974-75 is mixed. For some private colleges, a

combination of Increased tuition,and wide-ranging economies seems to have

restored a measure of fiscal stability to the enterprise. Others are still

accumulating debts at a frightening rate, and the sound of closing doors

haunts those who have survived. Some observers are convinced that the

combination of increased tuition and cost-cutting budgeting has reached

something of a logical limit; there are few places left to cut without

Impairing quality,and tuition may have been increased to the upper limiCk.

Others are convinced that neither is the case, and that there are in addition

other untapped resources. Early in 1971 Alice M. Rivlin, a Senior Fellow

at Brookings Institution and former Assistant. Secretary for Planning and

Evaluation in the Department of Health, Education,,and Welfare, suggested

that there was no general crisis in bighet,education in finance, but "rather,

there are several sets of factors affecting various kinds of institutions

in various ways at the same time., some permanent and some temporary

There are probably three basic ways in which the financial crisis can

be met: (1) increase income, or (2t decrease expenditures, or (3) work with

a combination of both. With regard to sources of income, higher educational
2

institutions in 1971-72, the last year for which we have fairly definitive

dl.ta, received for current operations approximately 30 billion dollars. 117

Approximately a third of this income was derived from tuition and'fees,

although nearly 63 percent of the fee income may have been derived indirectly

or directly from various,types of federal; state and private student support.,

4, that portion of the

is subtracted from the

for higher educational

fees, approximately

student fees derived from governmental and other sources

total tuition paid, then the dilstribytion of income,

institutions is roughly 20 percent from tuition and ,

percent from state and local/ government sources, just

sources, approximaely 9 percent from privateover 27 percent from federal

O 6 7
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`philanthropy and nearly 12 percent from auxiliary enterprises and other

activities. This is the overall distribution; and/r4ere are obvious

variations between public and private institutions. Private institutions
it

depend relatively more upon tuition and public institutions depend relatively

more upon 'stae and local sources.

Subtracting the income from auxiliary enterprises,and dealing only with

Educational and General income (the income derived from current operations,

exclusive 'of income from residence halls, food services, and the like) it

appears that with some minor variations in the 1940s, tuition and fees have

over the,years constituted approximately 25 percent of the income. There is

some evidence that t Lon and fees are providing in the last few years

somewhat larger proportions of the income. Goverrimental sources, federal as

well as state and local, are approaching 60 percent of the'income, with some

increases in state and local support and decreases in federal support during

the last few years. Private gifts and grants have, leveled off at approximately

six tolliken percent of Educational and General, plus those, funds which are

indirectly provided through scholarship and'other student aid. Endowment

has come to playa smaller and mailer part of the total financing,

constituting hardly three percent of the Educational and General income in

recent years.

Few matters ha4.7e been is roundly debated in current literature as those

relating toi tuition charges. It-is not difficult to understand why thip...i.sr
1

1*,

the case, because one'sposition with regard to tuition can reflect'in many

ways basic attitudes toward higher education. While- the immediate reaction
. .'

to proposals either to ,increase or to decrease tuition may be based on costa
,,

and the need for more or lea'a''\ reved-"-. u,'the questionof,whether'tuition should
, .

constitute a larger or smaller proportion of tostlis'essentially, to use the
.

title of the. Caftegie'report, "Higher Edwation; Who. Pays? Who Benefits?

Who Should Pay?"1" 18 ,

68 .
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As a nation we haveaccepted the principle that common schooling should

extend through the secondary level. While attending such schools is not

totally without coat, by public t3olicy we are committed bo,providing an

essentially free and tax-supported system of schools through. the elementary

and secondary' levels. Such has not been the case in higher education. Or,

at least, there is,no uniformity of opinion regarding the
8
extent to which

, .

-access to higher education should reflect the same principle of access as
14 . ,

that found in secondaty education. In many of the debate ue has
\

.become one of assigning benefits. We seem generally to be Co d that

H free schooling through the secondaty level is importanp because society as a

whole benefits from having an educated citizenry. When it comes to post-
,

secondary education, hOwever, there are many .who argue that if is the

.. indivfdualwho primarily benefits and, to the extZnt to which postseCondary

'

`\educationeducation provides sseneilly*individual benefits, to that extent _the

1

inlividual shouleblor quired to pay.

\ 9'
--But theobposition that.postsecondary educatiOn primarily benefits the

individual is not Universally accepted. There are those-who argue that

society is primarily the henefactox and that society should kear the greatest.

portion of expenses. The issge.becomes, at the risk of oversimplification,

4-that there are some who emphasize- education as a consumption, for the immediate

benefit accruing to those who participate in it, while others view its as an

investment, with the benefits accruing toa larger portion of society over

a longer period of time. These differing points of view have been present

for along time,'but'theyare presently being expressed more sharply in this
.

time of social stress and financial pressure.

tional'reports such as those of-the Carnegie Commissiodkapd the Committee

for Economic Development have'argued for increasing twit /.on rates- in public

institutions to a level more like that of private institutions and to offset
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these increases for those who need the assistance with substAntiai federal

and'state subsidized assistance programs. The monograph on financing goes

into some detail'regerding the various proposals that have been made; and

we shall not attempt to recapitulate the arguments here.119 We would only
ft

observe that in the meantime tuition and fees have continued to increase

for both public and private institutions. Overall costs for Attending college

have risen 40 percent in four years, between 1970-71 and/l974-75. And between

.1974-75 and 1975-76 costs will average 12 percent higher in public and 8

percent higher in private colleges .120 Working against the general increase

in tuition has been the attempt on the part of some units of the University

of Wisconsin to decrease tuition. At the time of this writing, the move on

the part of the entire system to reduce tuition has met some opposition in

the state legislature.121

For private institutions increasing tuition without providing for additional

student aid fund's is likely toVrestrict an already tightening "market." One

of the first reports of the Carnegie Comiliission demonstrated quite clearly

that the net return from tuition increases is likely to be less than ant

William G. Bowen's study of the incomerexpenditure pattern in major

private universities was issued in 1968. In that'4tudy he singled out for

special analysis three institutions, Chicago, P'inceton and Vanderbilt. -He

noted that between 1958 and 1966 tuition had increased at an average rate of

slightly over 8 percent per year in these institutions. He deducted

expenditurds on student aid from the gross fee and calculated an Index of the

net fee income per student which could be compared with the:index of gross

si7e income per student. Durfng the period of time under study he found a

widening gap,between the gross fee income per student and the net fee income
N,1

per student. Indeed,, when he compared changes over a shorter period of Lime,

between 1962 and 1966, he found that while gross fee income per student had

70
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increased more than $400, the net Tee income per student had increavd less

than $90. 122

The first lesson that we ought to have learned from our dependence upon

student fees for current operating income is that whilit apparently is

necessary to offset some of the tuition increase with a provision of added

student aid funds, unless we examine very caxefully:the net effect, the

balance cif gross and net tuition increase, we may find that increases intuit on

actually have very little overall positive effect'..uon the operating income
;

of the institution. To the extent to which a private institution must,epend

upon its own resources for building student aid, to that extent the balance,

between expected increases in income and the anticipated need in student funds

must be carefully examined. There is little direct advice that can be given,

since the circumstances foi each institution differ considerably. But it can

be said that simply increasing tuition does not automatically add to the'net

. funds available Tor currentoperations. In

1

estini its own clientele, a
,

.

college needs to stake into'account the increase in tut.ion, discounted by a

factor to acknowledge inflation, further discourited by funds anticipated to

be needed to assist those students who now will. need some or additional student

%'

aid. Then, examining what the net actual,increase in current operations may'.
.

. . -

be, an institution is in a much better pcsiti n to determine whether the

tuition increase is sufficient or whether the tuition increase proposed is
Alt

e

actually worth the tffort.

COmpounding the problem for private inatitutions is the new set of

4'standards by which the College Scholarship Service makes its estimates of how

mu ch money parents should be expected to contribute

)
children's education. The new schedule, to go into effect for 1975-76, shows

a sharply, reduced figure in all of the categories.. The reduction was made in

to the cost of their

September, '1974,,because of projected 18 percent increase in the Consumer

r
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Price Index between February; 1973and December, 1974. The College Scholarship

Service, in calculating parental contributions, deductsitems such-as taxes,

medical expense's, retirement allowances, and Other Special costs from-a

familyls totarincothe to calculate an "adjusted income:" It is on the basis-.

of the adjusted income that CSS indicates expected contributions. For example,

a family with an adjusted income of $8,000 was expectecrto.contribute $900

for one child .in colldge sin 1974-75. This is reducAd to $290 in 1975-76.. Ai. ,

the upper-levels of income, a family with an adjusted income of'$20,000 was

expected to contribute $6,270 to the support of one child in college in 1974-75;

.

in 1975-76:this was reduced to $4,910. 'these adjustments have the effect of
rf %

'malting students eligible for more financial aid fromoutside sources. The

only problem is that'comparable increases in available funds from outsi de

sources are not in.sfght.123

The'problemfor the Private institution is that students will now

according to CSS recommendations, eligible for more financial support. If,

however, the additional financial support is only to be derived from internal

funds, then-very substantial increases in tuition will be required'in order to

3

build' up the internal funds-. ,But, the increased' tuition may serve as a
-4,

. .

-- i-
4

,

.

depressant, and it,may reduce, the number of students applying for admission.

Unfortunately, there is no c lear standard by which-to determine what the cutoff

points may be It seems to us very important,a however, for indIvidjal-

institutions to assess more clearly the ability to pay. of the clientele attracted

and that they enter into these rounds of tuition increases with clearer

understanding of the implications.

One factor that will possibly assist private institutions in living with -

the necessity of increasing tuition is the availability of federal grants and

-federally subsidized loans as well as state assistance. Federally insured low-

interest student loanss however, have experienced significant defaults. The

4 '72
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President's budget message in early 1974 announced as a major goal'an,

expansion of guaranteed iban programs, and in the .request presented in,

January; 1975, there was a 01;000,000 increase over the Previous year's

budget increase. ,However, of the $31,000,000 increase, some $26,000,000,was

. .
;

I

directed to cover defaults, while.only $5,000,000 would cover interest,

subsidies which the government pays for needy students. Moreover, in the
I

.
l

request for $30,800,000 supplemental appicopriation for fiscal 1974, it,
r /

was noted that all of this money would beAneeded to.pay increased 1973 and 1974

defaults .124
A report in the fall of 1974 indicated that the Federal

Government may be facing a loss of,over half a billion dollars in defaults.125

'aced with the serious defaults, the U.S, Office of Education has

proposed nets criteriafor removing colleges and universities from guaranteed

studeLt loan programs. Yet, in spite of the many problems ,in,the proposed

new regulations, it -appeared that as academic yehr 1974-75 got underway;
,

.
. . .

government-insured loans were-apparently more available than during the
i

,,.previousyeat. The dollar amount had not, however;.reached the peak lending

rate of the 1971-72 academic year. For many students, the situation was still

tight. It was noted that "for freshmen, as for other new borrowers,' for

poorer students, for city dwellers; for students at high - priced institutions,

.
at graduate schools, and at community colleges, much of the picture is still

glo'omy.
126

#The direct than program, the Nitional Direct Student Loan PrOgrav, ,

established in 1959 as the:Ngtional Defense 8tudent.1,uan Program, was also

facing serious difficulties. .Underthis program, institutions could make

loans directly to students rather than requiring students to seek loans on

their on from banks as is the case for guaranteed roans. It now,appears
k t

that defaults'arevalso high in the.d4rect lOam pit:Tram, and%an increasing
,

number of institutions are turning to 'outside collection agencies to repla e
ti .

0
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the-funds bade available through the federal,progrm. -Por.fisear,1975 w%s

estimated that approximately $321,000,000 would havebeen used in,ditect,loans.

For. Iiscal 1,974 no .funds were requested tinder the, direct loanprograni. 121

.Already, in late=October 1974, the Collage Entrance Examination Boardhad.
.

.

estimated t(lat student, financial aid funft",fdr higher education. from federal,
'

.

: -,
, ,

.

staAe, and private sources would ,hal.reto be intreaped.bY an,estimatdd two.

.'
. ,

billion. dollars for '1975 -76, but_tfiat it was Unlikely that,sdch funds would be
,-.

-made available, Sidney P.-Marland, Jr',., President cf CEEB,/ predicted there

' would be a twobillion aid gap far 1915-76.1?8 The fiscal 1976 budget

shows a clear shift in emphasis from direct loans to insured loins, basic.;

opportunity grants
'
where over one billion dollars was requested.. 12'5

While private institutions have attempted to develop. their own loan

programs, such as the contingency' loan PrOgram,under which students would

repay tuition loans over a'25 to 30 year period, 'the majority of Private

institutions wirl have to depend upon'a combination of federal assistance,

their own immediate sources, and state'assistance.,. J, . ....,
.

. ,
, .0

;

state. The pressure on state governments for the support Of the s9ate systems
'- 4 '

. .;: : -

.

*
,.

of education has increased dramatically in recent years. But even as-state

.

,governments have experienced' the inpreased demands from tax-supported instit-
.

, . .utions, they 14%4! in a rather remarkable way moved to provide assistance; often

ihdirect', to private institutions. The main form of assistance has been through
.

.

i

state schorarships,and grantfund.h. By2late 1°974 thee were student-assistance

- I

.nrograms in 41 states and truOt territories. While a number'orstate constit7

uEions bar the use of public funds for private institutions, the majority of

the state courts have. not initrpreted the provisions sollaa;rowly and have held

to the general principle that vhen state funds are used for "public purposes"
I'

.

the question,is°1ess a matter of who handles the money than the purpose for

'which it is used.13°

7 it
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The Commission on Financing Posts Condary Edueation notes that in 1972

some 19 states provided direct aid to.p ivate colleges. Much of the state

aid to private institutions is, however indirect, °and the primary method
t.

'4
is

4

through,state scholarship and grant.programs. While there were some forms

of aid programs in over'40 of the states, only 35 were prcklii.ng some"form

Of'aid, either direct or indirect; to private colleges apd universities.

Minnesota and Oregon adopted in 1971 a provision whereby theastate could
..

Pcantract"'with private colleges for the education of state residents,. That
.

.

.

same year, in Illinois, Maryland and Washington adopted programs. of direct
* t

grants' to private ingritutiong.131

Aa we have noted, a' total of 35 states provided aid in 1971, directly or
,

indirectly to private colleges and universities. Some of the programs had not-

,been funded, but by February, 1972, at,least 22 of these states were operating

state-funded 'scholarship programs and providing in 1971-72 a total of 279,4

million dollars to private institutions. Only dight states had provided

scholarship programs as recently s a decade before.132 The number of states

and the number of dollars expended had increased by late:974. In most

7

instandes, scholarship' funds could be used at'both public 'and private

institutions. It is estimated that approximately 60 Rercent of all of4the
,

state monies made available through scholarship programs have gon o,students

in private collegeg and universities.133 , \

. 1 \The Commission on Finanding Postsecondary.Education expressed the pinion

that continued growth in student aid programs is likelyt; occur, especially.

:,

g,pu"in the form of non -competitive grants for studentg,attendinblic and rivate
sr

institutions."134 The Commission also repOrted an:interest in many state

Ito increase aid to private institutions, both because representatives of p ivate

colleges and universities had become more effective in presenting their,cau es

and because many private institutions haye unused instructional capacity.
,

7.5
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We would observe, however, that in states where both public and private

-institutions have stopped growing in enrollment, the friction between. public

and hprivate institutions has begun to increase significantly. There-have

/already been several court tests of state aid to privae institutions. These.

cases are discussed in the monograph on finance.135 While in large part the
4

issue has beedecided'in favor of continued assistance to private nonsectarian

institutions, we would guess that the issue is' far from closed. There will be

additional court ests in the future.

It also seems likely that there,will be..continued'increases in state

assistance to private institutions. 'It must be poStedut, however, that

. private institutions' should be prepared to recognize that the more public funds

they receive, the more theywill be held accountable to public authorities.

',As one writer observes, "private institutions must prepared to consider

methods of accountability along with methods of public funding ."136 And

another writer suggests that private institutions will be tempted to adjust

their programs on the basis of state aid and may.find themselves in awkward

positions if the aid declines. In addition, state aid may be tied to state-
: ,--

residence status and this may force colleges tci,concentrate more on in-:state

students rather than a more national studeilt representation.137.
;r 4 , , .. .

Current federal policy seems to'be to emphasize student aid,as the major

source of federal support for education, and-the distribution of expenditures

fou fisca1.1974 under the Office of Edueation.were overwhelmingly 1Mthe areai i
. ',-*

. ,

of student assistance. Within Health, 'Education, and Welfare, the.National
. ,

4'. ' . . ,

Institutes of Health provide substantial funds for higher education, but
.

.

these are for spec ialized projects as are, the funds granted through the

National science Foundation. Durj.ng 1974 ..several attempts were made to

inOroduce legislation providing direct assistance to higher education, but none

4 Were'successful. The latest was the attempt in August of two meMbers of the

a." 76
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.
,Senate Appropriations Counittee, Senator Robert C. Byrd and Senator Warren

.
.-

4.G. Magnuson to a- dd $50,000,000 to the appropriation bill for H.E.W., but
/

the recommendation died in the Commi tee. Rediewing federal involve4ntdx:

higher education over'the last-46Cade,.Howard Bowen notices a direct shift

from general institutional aid to est4lishid&.as the major goal- or new ,

federalp rograms the encouragement. of needy and lormiddle-incothe students
i:.. .

,

to attend college. The principlewas clearly expressedin the Higher Education
. -

'Amendments of 1472.138

Many different pi-oposals
,

continue to 'emerge, 'but the bai or4entation,4
!

, , .. t , i 0i .

funding of 4gher ednc0,tional institutions
. .'

most effective way of.providing ` student aid,

at this point in 'time in-federal

seems to lie in finding the

,
' .

Representative, James G. O'Hara pf gichfm6, who took over the House of
- /-

Representative's, Higher Education Subcompptee,in 19731,' has emeFged as one of
t

the leading spokesmpn fdr'maintairiing low tuition and providing student aid.

,

Ih his addr'eslio.Ove American CoUncil'orEducation In' ctober, 1974, O'Hara

, said that he would "seeicto construct a student-aid system that recOgnizes that

.low tuition hab-dohe more for iMproved:popular access to postsecondary education
,--.

tnan'all the student aid proggams put-together. I will certainly give no aid'
A .

.'.and comfort, o a system which tacitly r endouragesthe raising of tuitions es a
4.at

138.means of maximizing an instildtion s*piece of the federal Pie."

and-grants from private sOurces constituted approximately six
,
of the Educational and General income,in the early 1970s.

amount from such sources' continues apparently to increase,

percent

While the dollar

the proportion

has remained more or less stable at between six and seven percent. For some
/

private institutions

g greater proportion

gifts and grants fro

increase their prop

these sources, have constituted andcontinue to constitute

'f income. Business firms still remaima,major source of
kr

private sources. Foundations, earlier expected to

rtion of giving, by the fal of 1974 appeared less likely,
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sources than before. It was not only a matter of assets being down, because

the earnings of the -foundations had remained fairly stable, bt3t many found",

atians during the years of rising stock market prices had taken some of their

Capital gains for grants, and they found themselves in a position.of needing

to sell stocks to raise the same amount of money ,to cover their'grants, and

this further reduced shrinking astets.14° While there have been objections

of some businessmen to giving unrestricted grants to private colleges and

universities, by and large the business segment has seen such grants as a

public service.141

Some institutions have turned to other sources of income. A number of

smaller colleges offering predominately liberal arts programs have branched

out into career educatio /4142 And some institutions have entered into

revenue-generating activities.143

As we have already observed, the apparent turnaround in financing of

higher education observed by Cheit and others appeared to be less a matter

of securing vastly increased sources of income and more a matter of reducing

expenditures. Howard BOwenis-assessment of the current state of the debate
11.

over financing higher education, to which we have already referred, observed

that during 1973'one of the top copcerns was that the efficiency of higher

education should be improved. It is worthy of note, however, that in his

summary of,the current state of the art, eight of the'items were related to

increasing income and only.one to improving efficiency. 144

There are some who have suggested that maximum economies have already_

been achieved and that very little in the way of reduced expenditures can

further be accomplished. The President of Georgetown University,
s
in May, 1974,

speaking to the Association for Institutional Regterch, contended that another

financial crunch ,or private education was on the way, because 'in the first

pase of the finangial crisis most,institulions had already put their

-s

rT
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4 institutional bUdgets.through the wringer,rand there simply was littleLmore

in the way of economy that could be achieved.
. . ,

,I.:The situation probably lies at some point between, namely that economies

are still possible, but there are also limits to the economies that can be

effected. There has been a persistent increase in the unit cost, the cost

per student, over the years. Whether it is possible to decrease the rate at

which this particular item has increased is an open questiorA. Soma economists

have argued that the increase in unit-cost is endemie, to the educational

process. Whereas in industry the output per worker has gone up, in education,

the output, if anything; has izicreased. _The. outputIppr porker in labor

during the course of the twentieth centkiryhas increased in most industries

at a remarkably steady rate, while in higher educational institutions product-

ivity has actually decreased. Higher educational institutions have benefitted

from some of the technological innovations,'but the trend has been toward

lowering teaching loads; enrichling programs, and multiplying activities.

Education participates in the general category industry in which increases

in produttivity come more slo4ly, if at all, than in the 'economy as a whole

and in which the cost per unit'may be expected:to increase more than costs

in general.

At least, the position outlined above has been the line'of reasoning in

-the past. Such reasoning is currently being challenged, and the Carnegie

Commission, among others, has not only called for more efficiency but has argued

that more efficiency is possible. The Commission's proposals have been of two

major kinds: (1) reduce the total number of years of the student in training

and (2) reduce the cost per student hour. -Our own feeling is that it is highly

questionable whether reducing the. length of student training benefits anyone,'

except the student himself. The institutiOn will continue, to maintain the

staff and range of programs' necessary'to provide for the student, irregardless
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possibilities for kiecreasing cost per student credit hour: The Carnegie

Commi sion contends that cost per student credit hour can.be decreased by

75

the student to complete the There may be some

ten pe cent an4 suggests the following sources of saving: makihg more

to students in attendance by haltingeffective use of resources in relation

the.creation of new Ph.D. programs, achieving minimum effective size for

campuses now below that size moving toward year-round operation, cautiously

raising the student-iaculty. tio, reexamining the faculty teaching load,'

improving mafagement by better selection and training of middle managelont,

creating more alternative programs off-campus, and establishing consortia

among institutions.14/ The Commission also argues against what it considers

unwise though tempting short-run economies such as reducing necessary

maintenance, reducing library expenditures for new books and journals, and

.failing t increase 'student aid as tuition and fees increase. The Commission

also asks for improving the budget-making process by more effectiVe Analysis

and programming.
OF,

This plea'for more effective planning is found in a score of recent

reports. Jamds Harvey summarizes a number of the reports in institutional

planning available as of March, 1971.140 The Ohio Board of Regents under

its management improvement program during 1971-73 developed a very detailed

planning manual,. Planning is.emphasized heavily in the report of.the National

Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education. One of the concluding

chapters of that report is directed toward developing bett procedures for

institutional costing and data reporting. 147 .Howard Bo en and Gordon-Douglass

have provi&d a detailed analysis of cost and output of instruction at

hypothetical Small liberal arts colleges.148 Char es Bensonand Harold

-Hodgkinson have also provided an analysis of how efficiency in colleges and

universities can be enhanced.149
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One gainskikintpression'that techniques are abundantly avai101e for

more efficient use of resources and space. What is lacking is arty clear

evidence that educational'quality is influenced in"one way or another by \

changes in methodology and approach. Perh4s it is impossible to stcure

such evidence, and perhapthe debates will ever continue regarding how

much4"efficiency" can b( effected without reducing educational "quality."'

Ear! Cheit's second look at the new depression in higher education

cbntains summaries of reports from the 41 institutionsncluded in the

original study, Twenty-three of the schools were private institutions.

He observed that with the growing awareness of the cost-income squeeze,

institutions began to develop new managerial practices And organizational

relationships. The short-term consequence, of this development was a sharp/

reduction in the-rate of growth of the institutions' expenditures. But

Cheit suggests that this development led to a more long -term consequence:

Questions of money eventually lead to questions of
purple, and these new management practices and
Organizational relationships form the evolving system
by which schools are making the transition frOm money
questions to purpose questions. The additional- d

consequence of these new practices and relationships,
therefore, is the development of new administrative
and standards of-judgment about educational quality..
and purpose.15°

i

He observed that although the new financial stability is fr,agile and may

prOve to be short run, it nevertheless is a significant achievement. He

found that during the intervening two years between the original study and

the review, virtually all of the institutions there he come about an

increased campus-wide awareness of rising costs and their implications.

All but five of the institutions reported that fa'culty, students and staff /.

Members had become more aware of costs. Faculty and staff had become more

alert t theirealities of the cash flow within the'organliation. And while

there was some reduction. in expectationregardini
future developments, even
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some concern that innovation might bd restricted, there was also'developing
t.,

a climate open to futqr change. There was also more of an acceitanCe of

the idea,of a "managed nstitution."151
m

\
iSome 30 of he 41 'nstitutions had begun to develop overall strategies

/for better mana:ment. More attention was being given to the reduction
T.

of

c'
costs; indeed Cheit found that "the reduction of expenditure growth is

as central, or more central, to administrative outlook than increasing
.

4.income."152 With regard to cost-cutting, it was found tiytat appeals for
, ,)

- . .
,voluntary efforts by operating units were not particularly effective, that

. ,

administrative decision was needed. In the process of cutting cost, however,,,

it was found that administration cannot appear to act arbitNrily,that.
,

across-the-board cuts were generally ineffective and that better, approdches

were deferring, freezing, cutting, pooling various activities, better

purchasing, more efficient scheduling, and improved food handling and

dormitorys.

He also found some change in the role of the administration. He suggests

that in the recent past a new program was the proddct of faculty initiative

for the most part, but that as administrators have taken on more of the

managerial role, their task has been to providin-allyance,the conditions

that make operations and new programs possible. The administrator is now

becoming a key element in deciding whether, when, and on what terms change es

possible.153 This also leads to concern on the part of the faculty of their

role, and Cheit observed the establishment in many institutions of faculty-

staff committees designed to assure participation in planning and budgeting.

We conclude by observing that here are a host ,of manuals suggesting

new approaches to budgeting and management.' Most of these documents will

not be very helpful to institutions if these institutions attempt to apply

them directly. As much as anything, as we see it, there is need for a climate
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that'accepts an linstitution as a managed enterprise, that provides the

machinery whereby those affected can parti'Cipaie in some of the cr cal

AV

decisions:\rdlating to expenditures, and that the development of a series
.*.

gf three to five year projections becomes critical in maintaining a spirit

of management.
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